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Earn College Credit with REA's Test Prep for CLEP* Spanish LanguageEverything you need to
pass the exam and get the college credit you deserve.Our test prep for CLEP* Spanish
Language and the free online tools that come with it, will allow you to create a personalized
CLEP* study plan that can be customized to fit you: your schedule, your learning style, and your
current level of knowledge.Here's how it works:Most complete subject review for CLEP* Spanish
LanguageOur targeted review covers all the material you'll be expected to know for the exam
and includes a glossary of must-know terms.Two full-length practice examsThe online REA
Study Center gives you two full-length practice tests and the most powerful scoring analysis and
diagnostic tools available today. Instant score reports help you zero in on the CLEP* Spanish
Language topics that give you trouble now and show you how to arrive at the correct answer-so
you'll be prepared on test day.Online Audio ComponentAn online integrated listening test
covering the two listening sections helps you practice what you've learned.REA is the
acknowledged leader in CLEP* preparation, with the most extensive library of CLEP* titles
available. Our test preps for CLEP* exams help you earn valuable college credit, save on tuition,
and get a head start on your college degree.

From Publishers WeeklyAn experienced political activist and straight-talker, executive director of
the Rainforest Action Network Brune challenges average citizens to join him in the fight for clean
energy, warning that, even though "60 percent of Americans believe that we must take action
now," it will only happen by "changing corporate America and challenging our political leaders."
Presenting a trove of information, Brune looks at the costs of oil dependency, the dirty
mechanics of so-called "clean coal," the role played by politics and finance, and the possibilities
for a post-oil economy. "Take Action" sections at the end of each chapter suggest further reading
and viewing, ways to profile an adversary, how to identify the most important issues to you, and
what to do from there (speaking out, organizing others, taking your demands to government
representatives). While Brune is obviously looking to recruit converts, his guide contains enough
solid, interesting information (Ford Motor Company's current fleet averages fewer miles per
gallon than their old Model-T) to fill in anyone interested in the present state of the energy
economy.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.From BooklistAlthough it is certainly laudable that the average person has become
more amenable to replacing incandescent lightbulbs with compact fluorescents and trading in
the family SUV for a fuel-efficient hybrid, it is equally deplorable that our nation’s corporate and
government leaders have failed to demonstrate a similar commitment in the battle to stop
climate change. The dynamically committed executive director of Rainforest Action Network,
Brune has been at the forefront in efforts to identify and incorporate technological innovations



and demonstrate and promote environmentally responsible lifestyle adaptations. Through
creatively inspired grassroots and guerilla activities targeting high-profile industries, RAN
has persuaded many recalcitrant corporate officials to adopt new energy policies and practices.
Yet there is still work to be done, and Brune artfully exposes the shameless tactics employed at
every level of the energy supply chain by those intent upon maintaining the status quo. Sharing
proven methods to jump-start the necessary paradigm shift away from fossil-fuel dependency,
Brune offers an enlightened yet impassioned manifesto on how to achieve clean energy. --Carol
HaggasReview“Purging this country of its two-century addiction to fossil fuels is the great task of
our time. Here is the resource we have long needed.”—Bill McKibben, author of Deep
Economy“Strung out by high gas prices? Melting ice caps give you the sweats? Lost in fantasies
about clean coal, tar sands, and undiscovered oil fields in Alaska? Coming Clean is a road map
to recovery, a smart, heartfelt guide to building a better world.”— Jeff Goodell, author of Big
Coal: The Dirty Secret Behind America’s Energy Future“Straight from the front lines of the battle
for a clean, cheap energy economy, Mike Brune tells the fascinating inside story. With fuel prices
soaring, his practical vision for how we can ‘come clean’ is tremendously important. I especially
appreciate his guidance on how we can make this revolution happen before it’s too late.”—Wes
Boyd, cofounder of MoveOn.Org“A thoroughly engaging, reader-friendly analysis of our energy
dilemma. Brune’s empowering book tells us how to take back our future from the energy bullies
leading us down a path to climate chaos.”— Ross Gelbspan, author of the Heat Is On and
Boiling Point“Winning the battle against climate change will take a lot more than buying better
light bulbs and inflating our cars’ tires. Coming Clean shows how to get the systemic change we
really need.”— Bonnie Raitt, musician/activist“This is a valuable odyssey through the coming
world of clean, sustainable, resilient energy. As Brune puts it, ‘Join us: it’s fun over here.’”— R.
James Woolsey, energy-independence expert, former CIA director"If politics as usual could do
it, the climate crisis would be fixed by now. Of course voting is essential. But so is the Rainforest
Action Network's brand of activism: target corporate polluters directly and break their hold over
government policy. Mike Brune shows how to do it in a book Exxon-Mobil no doubt wishes had
never been published."— Mark Hertsgaard, author of Earth Odyssey and environment
correspondent for The Nation“An optimistic, realistic, pragmatic call to action. In this eloquent
book, Mike Brune offers practical approaches, hope, and inspiration. A must-read for anyone
who dreams of a sustainable, just, and peaceful future.”— John Perkins, author of Confessions
of an Economic Hit Man and The Secret History of the American Empire“At last! A road map to a
clean energy future. As Michael Brune says, embracing clean energy is not an obligation, it is an
opportunity.”—Van Jones, author of The Green-Collar EconomyRead more
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REA: THE LEADER IN CLEP TEST PREPCLEP* SPANISHLANGUAGE Research & Education
Association Visit our website at:Research & Education Association61 Ethel Road
WestPiscataway, New Jersey 08854E-mail: info@rea.comCLEP Spanish Language with Online
Practice ExamsCopyright © 2013 by Research & Education Association, Inc.Prior editions
copyright © 2007, 2003, 2002, 1999 by Research & Education Association, Inc. All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission of the
publisher.Printed in the United States of AmericaLibrary of Congress Control Number
2012953515All trademarks cited in this publication are the property of their respective
owners.LIMIT OF LIABILITY/DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY: Publication of this work is for the
purpose of test preparation and related use and subjects as set forth herein. While every effort
has been made to achieve a work of high quality, neither Research & Education Association,
Inc., nor the authors and other contributors of this work guarantee the accuracy or completeness
of or assume any liability in connection with the information and opinions contained herein and
in REA’s software and/or online materials. REA and the authors and other contributors shall in no
event be liable for any personal injury, property or other damages of any nature whatsoever,
whether special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance upon this work.Cover image: ©A13CLEP*
SPANISHLANGUAGEAccess Your Online Examsby following the instructionsfound at the back
of this book.CONTENTSAbout Research & Education AssociationAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorsCHAPTER 1Passing the CLEP Spanish Language ExamGetting StartedThe REA Study
CenterAn Overview of the ExamAll About the CLEP ProgramOptions for Military Personnel and
VeteransSSD Accommodations for Candidates with Disabilities6-Week Study PlanTest-Taking
TipsThe Day of the ExamCHAPTER 2CLEP Spanish ReviewThe AlphabetRules for Stress in
SpanishSyllabic DivisionArticlesGenderNumberAdjectivesComparison of Adjectives and
AdverbsPresent IndicativePreterite and ImperfectFuture and ConditionalFormation of
Compound TensesThe Present ParticipleReflexive PronounsThe InfinitiveFormation of the
SubjunctiveCommands: Formal and FamiliarThe Subjunctive-UsesConjugation of
SerConjugation of EstarPronounsSubject PronounsObject PronounsIdioms with A, De, En,
SinVerbs with PrepositionsConjunctionsGustarDemonstratives: Adjectives/PronounsNeuter
FormsRelative PronounsAffirmatives and NegativesInterrogativesThe Personal APossessives:
Adjectives/PronounsThe Passive VoiceMeasures of TimeTelling TimeHacer with Expressions of
TimeAgeWeather ExpressionsCardinal and Ordinal Forms of NumeralsDatesArithmetic
SignsCollective NumeralsFractionsVocabulary/IdiomsPractice Test 1 (also available online
at )Answer KeyDetailed Explanations of AnswersPractice Test 2 (also available online
at )Answer KeyDetailed Explanations of AnswersCLEP Transcripts: Test 1Listening Section
IListening Section IICLEP Transcripts: Test 2Listening Section IListening Section IIAnswer
SheetsABOUT THE AUTHORSViviana Gyori earned a Masters in Administration and



Leadership. Ms. Gyori currently teaches AP Spanish at Waubonsie Valley High School, Aurora,
Illinois and is an AP Spanish Language grader. She has been nominated for the most influential
teacher in the Indian Prairie Awards for three years.April Schneider earned a Masters of
Education from Indiana Wesleyan University. Ms. Schneider currently teaches Spanish and is
the World Language Department Chair at Elkhart Central High School, Elkhart, Indiana. She is
also editor of Forever My Lady, a novel by Jeff Rivera.ABOUT RESEARCH & EDUCATION
ASSOCIATIONFounded in 1959, Research & Education Association (REA) is dedicated to
publishing the finest and most effective educational materials—including study guides and test
preps—for students in middle school, high school, college, graduate school, and beyond.Today,
REA’s wide-ranging catalog is a leading resource for teachers, students, and professionals. Visit
to see a complete list of all our titles.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWe would like to thank Pam
Weston, Publisher, for setting the quality standards for production integrity and managing the
publication to completion; John Paul Cording, Vice President, Technology, for coordinating the
design and development of the REA Study Center; Larry B. Kling, Vice President, Editorial, for
his supervision of revisions and overall direction; Diane Goldschmidt and Michael Reynolds,
Managing Editors, for coordinating development of this edition; Transcend Creative Services for
typesetting this edition; and Weymouth Design and Christine Saul, Senior Graphic Designer, for
designing our cover.CHAPTER 1Passing the CLEPSpanish Language ExamCHAPTER
1PASSING THE CLEPSPANISH LANGUAGE EXAMCongratulations! You’re joining the millions
of people who have discovered the value and educational advantage offered by the College
Board’s College-Level Examination Program, or CLEP. This test prep covers everything you
need to know about the CLEP Spanish Language exam, and will help you earn the college credit
you deserve while reducing your tuition costs.GETTING STARTEDThere are many different
ways to prepare for a CLEP exam. What’s best for you depends on how much time you have to
study and how comfortable you are with the subject matter. To score your highest, you need a
system that can be customized to fit you: your schedule, your learning style, and your current
level of knowledge.This book, and the online tools in the CLEP package, allow you to create a
personalized study plan through three simple steps: assessment of your knowledge, targeted
review of exam content, and reinforcement in the areas where you need the most help.$1.99
unlocks the CLEP online toolsatLet’s get started and see how this system works.Test
Yourselfand GetFeedbackScore reports from your online practice tests give you a fast way to
pinpoint what you already know and where you need to spend more time studying.Review
withthe BookStudy the topics tested on the CLEP exam. Our targeted review chapter covers
everything you need to know.ImproveYour ScoreArmed with your score reports, you can
personalize your study plan. Review the parts of the book where you’re weakest and study the
answer explanations for the test questions you answered incorrectly.THE REA STUDY
CENTERThe best way to personalize your study plan and focus on your weaknesses is to get
feedback on what you know and what you don’t know. At the online REA Study Center, you can
access two full-length practice exams. These tests provide true-to-format questions and deliver



a detailed score report that follows the topics set by the College Board.Full-Length Practice
ExamsOur full-length practice exams give you a complete picture of your strengths and
weaknesses. You’ll get all the practice you need to succeed on the listening and reading
sections of the actual exam.Test what you already know by using the first practice test as a
diagnostic exam. Once you get your score report, you’ll be able to see exactly which topics you
need to review. After brushing up those areas, take the second practice exam to ensure you
have mastered the material and are ready for test day.Because the actual CLEP exam is
computer-based, we strongly recommend that you take the online version of the exams to
simulate test-day conditions and for the added benefits of timed testing, automatic scoring, and
a detailed score report. If you don’t have Internet access, you can take the printed version of our
practice tests in the book.$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online toolsatBoth practice tests are
accompanied with audio for the listening portions of the exam. Register at the online REA Study
Center, and enter your access code found on the inside front cover of this book. When you take
our online practice tests, the audio is conveniently integrated for you. If, however, you take the
printed tests, you will be able to download the MP3 audio.AN OVERVIEW OF THE EXAMThe
CLEP Spanish Language exam consists of approximately 120 multiple-choice questions, each
with four possible answer choices, to be answered in three separately timed sections. You will be
allotted a total of approximately 30 minutes for the Listening portion of the test (which comprises
Sections I and II) and 60 minutes for the Reading portion of the test (which comprises Section
III).The exam covers assumes you’ll have a level of mastery that would equate to skills normally
achieved during two to four semesters of college-level work. The exam tests basic vocabulary
and word usage, as well as the ability to understand oral and written Spanish.The approximate
breakdown of the exam is as follows:Section I—Listening: Rejoinders (15%)Section II—
Listening: Dialogues and narratives (25%)Section III—ReadingPart A (16%): Discrete sentences
(vocabulary and structure)Part B (20%): Short cloze passages (vocabulary and structure)Part C
(24%): Reading passages and authentic stimulus materials (reading comprehension)ALL
ABOUT THE CLEP PROGRAMWhat is the CLEP?CLEP is the most widely accepted credit-by-
examination program in North America. CLEP exams are available in 33 subjects and test the
material commonly required in an introductory-level college course. Examinees can earn from
three to twelve credits at more than 2,900 colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada. For
a complete list of the CLEP subject examinations offered, visit the College Board website: .Who
takes CLEP exams?CLEP exams are typically taken by people who have acquired knowledge
outside the classroom and who wish to bypass certain college courses and earn college credit.
The CLEP program is designed to reward examinees for learning—no matter where or how that
knowledge was acquired.Although most CLEP examinees are adults returning to college, many
graduating high school seniors, enrolled college students, military personnel, veterans, and
international students take CLEP exams to earn college credit or to demonstrate their ability to
perform at the college level. There are no prerequisites, such as age or educational status, for
taking CLEP examinations. However, because policies on granting credits vary among colleges,



you should contact the particular institution from which you wish to receive CLEP credit.Who
administers the exam?CLEP exams are developed by the College Board, administered by
Educational Testing Service (ETS), and involve the assistance of educators from throughout the
United States. The test development process is designed and implemented to ensure that the
content and difficulty level of the test are appropriate.When and where is the exam given?CLEP
exams are administered year-round at more than 1,200 test centers in the United States and can
be arranged for candidates abroad on request. To find the test center nearest you and to register
for the exam, contact the CLEP Program:CLEP ServicesP.O. Box 6600Princeton, NJ
08541-6600Phone: (800) 257-9558 (8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)Fax: (609) 771-7088Website:OPTIONS
FOR MILITARY PERSONNELAND VETERANSCLEP exams are available free of charge to
eligible military personnel and eligible civilian employees. All the CLEP exams are available at
test centers on college campuses and military bases. Contact your Educational Services Officer
or Navy College Education Specialist for more information. Visit the DANTES or College Board
websites for details about CLEP opportunities for military personnel.Eligible U.S. veterans can
claim reimbursement for CLEP exams and administration fees pursuant to provisions of the
Veterans Benefits Improvement Act of 2004. For details on eligibility and submitting a claim for
reimbursement, visit the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs website at .CLEP can be used in
conjunction with the Post-9/11 GI Bill, which applies to veterans returning from the Iraq and
Afghanistan theaters of operation. Because the GI Bill provides tuition for up to 36 months,
earning college credits with CLEP exams expedites academic progress and degree completion
within the funded timeframe.SSD ACCOMMODATIONS FOR CANDIDATESWITH
DISABILITIESMany test candidates qualify for extra time to take the CLEP exams, but you must
make these arrangements in advance. For information, contact:College Board Services for
Students with DisabilitiesP.O. Box 6226Princeton, NJ 08541-6226Phone: (609) 771-7137
(Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)TTY: (609) 882-4118Fax: (609) 771-7944E-mail:
ssd@info.collegeboard.org6-WEEK STUDY PLANAlthough our study plan is designed to be
used in the six weeks before your exam, it can be condensed to three weeks by combining each
two-week period into one.Be sure to set aside enough time—at least two hours each day—to
study. The more time you spend studying, the more prepared and relaxed you will feel on the day
of the exam.WeekActivity1Take Practice Test 1 at the REA Study Center. The score report will
identify topics where you need the most review.2–4Study the review chapters. Use your
diagnostic score report to focus your study.5—6Take Practice Test 2 at the REA Study Center.
Review your score report and re-study any topics you missed. If you still got a few questions
wrong, go back to the review and study any topics with which you are having difficulty.$1.99
unlocks the CLEP online toolsatTEST-TAKING TIPSKnow the format of the test. CLEP computer-
based tests are fixed-length tests. This makes them similar to the paper-and-pencil type of exam
because you have the flexibility to go back and review your work in each section.Learn the test
structure, the time allotted for each section of the test, and the directions for each section. By
learning this, you will know what is expected of you on test day, and you’ll relieve your test



anxiety.Read all the questions—completely. Make sure you understand each question before
looking for the right answer. Reread the question if it doesn’t make sense.Annotate the
questions. Highlighting the key words in the questions will help you find the right answer
choice.Read all of the answers to a question. Just because you think you found the correct
response right away, do not assume that it’s the best answer. The last answer choice might be
the correct answer.Work quickly and steadily. You will have 90 minutes to answer 120 questions,
so work quickly and steadily. Taking the timed practice tests online will help you learn how to
budget your time.Use the process of elimination. Stumped by a question? Don’t make a random
guess. Eliminate as many of the answer choices as possible. By eliminating just two answer
choices, you give yourself a better chance of getting the item correct, since there will only be
three choices left from which to make your guess. Remember, your score is based only on the
number of questions you answer correctly.Don’t waste time! Don’t spend too much time on any
one question. Remember, your time is limited and pacing yourself is very important. Work on the
easier questions first. Skip the difficult questions and go back to them if you have the time.Look
for clues to answers in other questions. If you skip a question you don’t know the answer to, you
might find a clue to the answer elsewhere on the test.Acquaint yourself with the computer
screen. Familiarize yourself with the CLEP computer screen beforehand by logging on to the
College Board website. Waiting until test day to see what it looks like in the pretest tutorial risks
injecting needless anxiety into your testing experience. Also, familiarizing yourself with the
directions and format of the exam will save you valuable time on the day of the actual test.Be
sure that your answer registers before you go to the next item. Look at the screen to see that
your mouse-click causes the pointer to darken the proper oval. If your answer doesn’t register,
you won’t get credit for that question.THE DAY OF THE EXAMOn test day, you should wake up
early (after a good night’s rest, of course) and have breakfast. Dress comfortably, so you are not
distracted by being too hot or too cold while taking the test. (Note that “hoodies” are not
allowed.) Arrive at the test center early. This will allow you to collect your thoughts and relax
before the test, and it will also spare you the anxiety that comes with being late. As an added
incentive, keep in mind that no one will be allowed into the test session after the test has
begun.Before you leave for the test center, make sure you have your admission form and
another form of identification, which must contain a recent photograph, your name, and
signature (i.e., driver’s license, student identification card, or current alien registration card). You
will not be admitted to the test center if you do not have proper identification.You may wear a
watch to the test center. However, you may not wear one that makes noise, because it may
disturb the other test-takers. No cell phones, dictionaries, textbooks, notebooks, briefcases, or
packages will be permitted, and drinking, smoking, and eating are prohibited.Good luck on the
CLEP Spanish Language exam!CHAPTER 2CLEP Spanish ReviewCHAPTER 2CLEP
SPANISH REVIEWTHE ALPHABETSpanish uses the same Latin alphabet as English except for
the addition of three letters:chpronounced like “ch” in “chief” llpronounced like the “y” in
“beyond” ñpronounced like “ni” in “opinion” or “ny” in “canyon”Some consonants have different



pronunciation*:csounds like “s” before “e” and “i,” and like “k” in all other cases.gsounds like the
“h” in “humid” before “e” and “i,” and like the “g” in “go” or “get” in front of “a,” “o,” and “u.” In order
to obtain the hard sound before “e” and “i,” Spanish interpolates the vowel “u”: guerra, guión. In
these cases the “u” is silent; a dieresis indicates that it must be pronounced: vergüenza,
güero.his always silent: ahora, húmedo, horrible.vis pronounced like “b” in all cases.ysounds like
“ll” at the beginning of a word or syllable. When it stands alone or comes at the end of a word, it
is equivalent to the vowel “i.”zis pronounced like “s.”* This pronunciation guide follows Latin
American usage. In Castilian Spanish the soft “c” and the “z” are pronounced like “th” in
“thin.”The sounds of the Spanish vowels are invariable.asounds approximately like “a” in
“ah.”esounds approximately like “e” in “men.”isounds approximately like “ee” in “eel.”osounds
approximately like “o” in “or.”usounds approximately like “oo” in “moon.”A combination of one
strong (a, e, o) and one weak vowel (i, u) or of two weak ones is a diphthong and counts as one
syllable:RULES FOR STRESS IN SPANISHThere are two rules that indicate stress in Spanish. If
either of these two rules is broken, a written accent mark will appear on the word.1. If a word
ends in a vowel, –n, or –s, the normal stress is on the penultimate (next to last) syllable.mano
(over the –a)tribu (over the –i)esposa (over the –o)hablan (over first –a)clase (over the –
a)tomaban (over first –a)2. If the word ends in any other letter (than those mentioned above), the
normal stress will fall on the last syllable.hablar (over the –a)papel (over the –e)comer (over the –
e)ejemplar (over the –a)vivir (over the –i)nivel (over the –e)3. Spanish words will have an accent
for the following specific reasons:a. There is another identical word and the accent distinguishes
the one from the other.de (of, from)vs.dé (give—formal command)se (reflexive pronoun)vs.sé (I
know, verb)el (article)vs.él (he, pronoun)tu (yours possessive adj.)vs.tú (you, pronoun)mas (but,
conjunction)vs.más (more, adverb)si (if)vs.sí (yes)b. A pronoun has been added to a verb
form.diciéndolosaying itdiciéndomelosaying it to meexplíqueloexplain itexplíquemeloexplain it to
meNote: decírselo (to say it to him). Infinitives require two pronouns before an accent is
necessary.c. The accent is the result of a stem change.reunir (ú) — The ú will appear in the first,
second, and third person singular and third person plural of the present indicative/
subjunctive.Other examples:continuar (ú),enviar (í)graduarse (ú)d. There may be a diphthong
(two weak vowels or a weak with a strong) where the weak vowel (u or i) needs to be
stressed.Examples:divertíosEnjoy yourselves!creísteyou believedSYLLABIC DIVISIONA
consonant between two vowels joins the second vowel to form a syllable: li-te-ra-tu-ra, e-ne-mi-
go, a-ho-ra.• Two consonants together must be separated: cuer-no, pac-to.• “ch,” “ll,” and “rr” are
considered one letter and are not separated.• “l” or “r” preceded by “b,” “c,” “d,” “f,” “g,” “p,” and “t”
are not separated: ha-blar, a-brup-to, te-cla, pul-cri-tud, me-lo-dra-ma, in-flu-jo, a-gra-de-cer.•
“ns” and “bs” are not separated in groups of three or four consonants: ins-cri-bir, obs-tá-cu-lo.• In
words formed with prefixes, the prefix stands alone as one syllable: sub-ra-yar, in-ú-til, des-a-gra-
dar.ARTICLESThe forms of the definite article are:MasculineFeminineSingularellaPluralloslasEl
is used instead of la before feminine nouns beginning with stressed “a” or “ha”: el agua, el
hacha, el alma, el hambre.El contracts to al when the article follows the preposition a (a + el)



and to del when the article follows the preposition de (de + el).Uses of the Definite ArticleThe
definite article is used in Spanish (but not in English):• when the noun represents an abstraction:
life is short; time is money; freedom is worth fighting for; politics is a practical art. (In Spanish: la
vida, el tiempo, la libertad, la política.);• when the noun includes the totality of a category: books
are good; man is mortal; the Incas were acquainted with gold; bread is a staple. (In Spanish: los
libros, el hombre, el oro, el pan.);• with the days of the week (except after a form of the verb ser)
and the seasons of the year: el lunes (but hoy es lunes), la primavera, el otoño;• with the hours
of the day: son las tres de la tarde; a las doce del día (or al mediodía);• with personal or
professional forms of address in the third person: el señor Jiménez, la señorita Méndez, el
doctor Márquez, el licenciado Vidriera. (It is omitted when the individual is directly addressed
and in front of titles such as Don, Doña, San, or Santo[a]: venga, señor Jimé-nez; no se
preocupe, señorita Méndez);• with the parts of the body or articles of clothing instead of the
possessive adjective: I brushed my teeth. Me cepillé los dientes. I put on my shirt. Me puse la
camisa;• with the names of languages except after the prepositions en and de and the verb
hablar: el francés es difícil (but no hablo francés; ese texto está en francés);• with weights and
measures: un dólar la libra, one dollar per pound; diez pesos la docena, ten pesos per dozen;•
with infinitives used as nouns (gerunds): Lying is a vice. El mentir es un vicio. (This use is
optional, especially in proverbs.) Seeing is believing. Ver es creer;• with names of “generic”
places: jail, la cárcel; class, la clase; church, la iglesia; market, el mercado;• with family names:
The García’ s, los García;• with adjectives to make them nouns: the pretty one, la bonita; the
poor, los pobres; the old man, el viejo;• with nouns in apposition with a pronoun: We Americans
… Nosotros los americanos …Omission of the Definite Article in SpanishThe definite article in
Spanish is omitted in the following cases:1. With fields of knowledge, in general, one needs an
article unless one …a. gives a definition¿Qué es astronomía?Astronomía es una ciencia.b. uses
estudiar or examinarEstudiamos química.2. With the expressions de … aEn casa comemos de
seis a ocho.At home we eat from 6:00 to 8:00.3. With expressions such aspor primera vezfor the
first timepor segunda vezfor the second timeen primer lugarin the first place4. With con and sin
before an unmodified abstract noun.No puedo vivir sin libertad.I cannot live without liberty.Con
amor la vida tiene sentido.With love, life has meaning.5. With a numeral that denotes the order
of a monarch.Carlos QuintoCharles the FifthThe Neuter Article LoThis article is used exclusively
in the singular as follows:1. Lo + adjective = part/thingExamples:lo importantethe important thing/
partlo mejorthe best thing/part2. Lo + adj/adv + que = howExamples:Tú no sabes lo importante
que es.You don’t know how important it is.Él no entiende lo despacio que va.He doesn’t know
how slowly it goes.3. Lo de = All that or everything that (happened)Example:Vamos a cubrir lo
de ayer.We’ll cover everything we did yesterday.4. Lo is used in sentences with the pronoun todo
as the direct object.Example:Lo entiendo todo.I understand everything.5. Todo lo que = All
thatExample:Todo lo que oí no es verdad.All that I heard isn’t true.6. Lo is used as a complement
to replace adjectives, pronouns, or nouns with ser, estar, and parecer.Examples:Pareces
enojada. [adj-enojada]You seem angry.—Quizás lo parezca, pero no lo estoy.Perhaps I seem it,



but I’m not.¿Estas llaves son tuyas? [noun-llaves]Are these keys yours?—No, no lo son.No,
they’re not.Forms of the Indefinite ArticleThe indefinite article must agree in gender and number
with the noun it modifies. Its forms are the
following:MasculineFeminineSingularununaPluralunosunasExamples:un perro – a dogunos
perros – some dogsNote: feminine nouns beginning with a stressed “a” or “ha” take un instead of
una: un alma, un hacha, un hada madrina. This rule only applies if the noun is singular.Uses of
the Indefinite ArticleSpanish omits the indefinite article (but not English) as follows:• after the
verb ser with nouns denoting profession, religion, or nationality: soy professor, son católicos, es
española. (This rule does not apply when the noun is followed by an adjective or some other
modifier: soy un profesor exigente (I’m a demanding teacher)).• with words such as otro (other),
medio (half), cien (one hundred or a hundred), mil (one thousand or a thousand), tal (such a),
cierto (a certain), and qué (what a): cierta mujer (a certain woman), ¡qué día! (What a day!), cien
libros (a hundred books), mide un metro y medio (it measures one and one-half meters), otra
respuesta (another answer), tal hombre (such a man).• after sin:Salío sin abrigo.He left without a
coat.• after haber used impersonally, buscar, and tener (otherwise it means one):No hay
respuesta.There isn’t an answer.Estoy buscando trabajo.I’m looking for a job.No tiene coche.He
doesn’t have a car.GENDERIn Spanish most nouns are either masculine or feminine. Most
nouns ending in -o or -or are masculine and most of those ending in -a ,-d, -ión, -umbre, -ie, -sis,
-itis are feminine.MasculineFeminineel dinero – moneyla muchedumbre – crowdel otoño –
autumnla serie – seriesel amor – lovela crisis – crisisla presencia – presencela bronquitis –
bronchitisla acción – actionNote: Drop the accent on –ión words when made plural: nación,
nacionesMany masculine nouns become feminine by changing the -o ending to -a or by adding
an -a if the word ends in a consonant:MasculineFeminineel escritor – the writerla escritora – the
woman writerel doctor – the doctorla doctora – the woman doctorel hijo – the sonla hija – the
daughterel muchacho – the young manla muchacha – the young womanExceptionsA few
common words ending in -o are feminine:la mano – the handla foto (la fotografía) – the photo,
picturela moto (la motocicleta) – the motorcycleThere is a large number of words ending in -ma, -
pa, and -ta that are masculine. For the most part, if these are easily identifiable in English, they
are probably masculine.el clima – climateel problema – problemel diploma – diplomael sistema –
systemel drama – dramael mapa – mapel poema – poemel profeta – prophetel tema – themeel
aroma – aromaThere are also other ways of forming the feminine than by adding an -a
ending:MasculineFeminineel rey – the kingla reina – the queenel poeta – the poetla poetisa – the
woman poetel gallo – the roosterla gallina – the henSometimes the masculine and feminine
words corresponding to a matched pair of concepts are different:MasculineFeminineel yerno –
the son-in-lawla nuera — the daughter-in-lawel macho – the malela hembra – the femaleel toro –
the bullla vaca – the cowMasculine words that appear to be feminine:el día – dayel césped –
turfel sofá – sofael colega – colleagueel ataúd – coffinel tranvía – trolleyNouns of Invariable
GenderSome nouns can be either masculine or feminine depending on their content or
reference, without undergoing any formal alterations.MasculineFeminineel artista – the male



artistla artista – the woman artistel estudiante – the studentla estudiante – the female studentel
joven – the young manla joven – the young womanGender and Meaning ChangeThere are
nouns that have different meanings depending on whether they are used as masculine or
feminine:el policía – the policemanla policía – the police (force)el Papa – the Popela papa – the
potatoel cometa – the cometla cometa – the kiteel orden – order (as in public order)la orden –
the order (to do something)el cura – the priestla cura – the cureel guía – the guide (person)la
guía – the guide (book, as in guía de teléfonos)el frente – the frontla frente – the foreheadUse of
El Before a Feminine NounIf the feminine noun begins with a stressed a or ha, the singular forms
of the article used are el or un. If anything intercedes between these two items, use the normal la
or una.el águila (eagle)las águilasla gran águilaun hacha (hatchet)unas hachasuna gran
hachaOther examples: el alma – soul, el aula – classroom. el agua – water, el ala – wing, el alba
– dawn, el hada – fairy, el hambre – hunger.Note: On some standardized exams, this concept is
tested by asking students to write the correct form of an adjective that follows, as in these
examples. Observe that the adjective is feminine because the noun is, despite the masculine
article.el agua tibiathe warm waterel alba bonitathe pretty dawnel águila maravillosathe
marvelous eagleOther Feminine Words (Often Used on Exams)la pirámide – pyramidla vez –
timela torre – towerla razón – reasonla leche – milkla imagen – imagela carne – meatla luz –
lightla gente – peoplela catedral – cathedralla frase – sentencela suerte – luckNUMBERIn
Spanish, as in English, nouns can be singular or plural. The most common way to form the plural
is by adding the -s ending to the singular form of the word. (Note that the following examples are
of words ending in an unstressed vowel.)SingularPluralhombre – manhombres – menniño –
boyniños – boysperro – dogperros – dogsFormation of the Plural by Addition of -esIn other cases
(words ending in a consonant or in a stressed vowel other than -é), the plural is formed by
adding an -es ending to the singular form of the word:SingularPluralmujer – womanmujeres –
womenrazón – reasonrazones – reasonsjabalí – boarjabalíes – boarsExceptions: mamá
(mother), pl. mamás; ley (law), pl. leyes.Nouns of Invariable NumberNouns ending in -s are the
same in the singular and the plural if the final syllable is unstressed:el (los) rascacielos – the
skyscraper(s)el (los) paraguas – the umbrella(s)el (los) lunes – Monday(s)DiminutivesThe
Spanish endings -ito, -cito, and their feminine forms are used to indicate affection or to
emphasize smallness of size:Tú eres mi amor.You are my love.Tú eres mi amorcito.You are my
sweetheart.Quiero chocolate. Dame un poco.I want chocolate. Give me some.Quiero chocolate.
Dame un poquito.I want chocolate. Give me a little.Ese hombre tiene buen aspecto.That man is
good looking.Ese hombrecito debe ser muy desgraciado.That poor man must be very
unfortunate.AugmentativesThe endings -ote, -ón, and -ona are added to express increased
size:hombre – manhombrón – big manmujer – womanmujerona – big womancasa –
housecasona – big houseADJECTIVESAdjectives agree in gender and number with the noun
they modify.a) Adjectives ending in -o change their ending to -a when they modify a feminine
noun:bueno, buena – good; malo, mala – bad; bello, bella – beautifulb) Adjectives ending in -or
(or -ón or -án) add an -a to become feminine:hablador, habladora – talkativeExceptions:mejor –



betterpeor – worsesuperior – upper, superiorinferior – lower, inferiorexterior – outer,
externalinterior – inner, internalanterior – earlier, anteriorposterior – later, posteriorc) Most other
adjectives have the same ending for both genders:verde – greengrande – big, greatazul –
bluesoez – mean, vilecortés – courteousd) Adjectives of nationality have four forms. If they end
in -o, they follow the normal pattern of change. All others may be changed by adding -a to make
them feminine and -as to make them feminine plural.inglés, inglesa, ingleses, inglesasalemán,
alemana, alemanes, alemanasespañol, española, españoles, españolasNumbera) Adjectives
ending in a vowel add an -s to form the plural:bello, bellos – beautiful; grande, grandes – big,
greatb) Adjectives ending in a consonant add -es to form the plural:azul, azules – blue; débil,
débiles – weak; vulgar, vulgares – vulgarc) If an adjective modifies more than one noun and one
of those nouns is masculine, the adjective must be masculine and plural:Mis tíos y tías eran
ricos. My uncles and aunts were rich.Los hombres y las mujeres son viejos. The men and
women are old.Shortening of AdjectivesSome adjectives that directly precede the noun lose
their final vowel or syllable:ciento → ciengrande → gran*bueno → buen**malo → mal**Santo →
San**primero → primer**tercero → tercer**alguno → algún**ninguno → ningún**cualquiera →
cualquier** The shortening of this adjective only happens in front of singular nouns, either
masculine or feminine. Compare:El acontecimiento fue grande.The event was big.el gran
acontecimiento – the big event** These adjectives only shorten in front of masculine singular
nouns. Compare:El hombre es bueno.The man is good.el buen hombre – the good
manQualifying AdjectivesQualifying adjectives usually follow the noun:un día frío – a cold
dayunas sábanas limpias – some clean sheetsChange of Meaning with LocationSome common
adjectives change their meaning with their location:el hombre pobre – the poor man
(impecunious)el pobre hombre – the poor man (pitiable)un cuadro grande – a large paintingun
gran cuadro – a great paintingel policía mismo – the policeman himselfel mismo policía – the
same policemanciertas palabras – certain words (specific words from among many)palabras
ciertas – certain (sure)nueva casa – new house (different)casa nueva – new house (brand
new)un simple empleado – a mere employeeun empleado simple – a simple-minded
employeeCOMPARISION OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBSAdverbs modify verbs, adjectives,
and other adverbs and are invariable.The following is a list of frequently used adverbs:bien –
wellmal – badlymás – moremenos – lesssiempre – alwaysnunca – nevercerca – nearlejos –
farantes – beforedespués – afterwardsbastante – enoughdemasiado – too muchtemprano –
earlytarde – lateasí – thus, socasi – almostentonces – thenluego – later, afterwardtodavía –
stillAún is a common adverb whose meaning depends on whether the sentence is affirmative or
negative:Aún quiere trabajar.He still wants to work.Aún no está despierta.She’s not yet
awake.Aun (no accent) normally has the meaning even and commonly precedes the word it
modifies.¿Aun no ha llegado Juan?Juan hasn’t even arrived?Adverbs Ending in -menteMany
adverbs are derived from the feminine form of the adjective (when such a form is available) by
the addition of -mente:claro/claramente – clearlyrápido/rápidamente – quicklyfeliz/felizmente –
happilyhábil/hábilmente – skillfullydulce/dulcemente – sweetlyWhen two or more adverbs are



used in a sequence, only the last adverb ends in –mente. All others are written as feminine
adjectives (if they have a feminine form).Habla lenta y elocuentemente.He speaks slowly and
eloquently.Juan corre rápida y hábilmente.Juan runs rapidly and skillfully.Con, Sin + NounAt
times an adverb can be formed by using the preposition con (with) or sin (without) + a noun.con
cuidado – carefullysin cuidado – carelesslycon rapidez – rapidlyRecientemente vs.
ReciénRecientemente becomes recién before a past participle.los recién llegados – the recent
arrivalslos recién casados – the newlywedsAdverbs Replaced by AdjectivesAdverbs may be
replaced by adjectives with verbs of motion.Ellos van y vienen silenciosos.They come and go
silently.Comparison of EqualityThis is constructed in the following ways:Tanto, a, os, as + (noun)
+ comoTan + (adverb or adjective) + comoTuve tantas deudas como el mes pasado. I had as
many debts as last month.Su música es tan clara como el agua.Her music is as clear as
water.Llegué tan tarde como ayer.I arrived as late as yesterday.Tanto como (without intervening
expressions) means “as much as.”Tu amigo estudia tanto como yo.Your friend studies as much
as I [do].Comparison of InequalityThe formula for describing levels of superiority is:más + (noun,
adjective, or adverb) + queTengo más dinero que tú.I have more money than you.Su auto es
más caro que el mío.His car is more expensive than mine.Me levanto más temprano que ella.I
get up earlier than she does.The above formula changes to más de if a numerical expression is
involved and the sentence is in the affirmative:Vimos más de mil estrellas en el cielo.We saw
more than a thousand stars in the sky.But:No tengo más que cinco dólares en el bolsillo.I don’t
have more than five dollars in my pocket.The formula for describing levels of inferiority is:menos
+ (noun, adjective, or adverb) + queNos dieron menos tiempo que a ustedes para completar el
examen.They gave us less time than they gave you to finish the exam.Eres menos pobre que
ella.You are less poor than she is.Tiene menos problemas que su madre.She has fewer
problems than her mother.The same change applies to the comparison of inferiority except that
even in negative sentences de is used instead of que:No eran menos de cinco los
asaltantes.The assailants were no fewer than five.If the second part of the comparison has a
different verb from the first, than is expressed in one of five ways: del que, de la que, de los que,
de las que (which all have gender and refer to nouns that are objects of both verbs), and de lo
que (which is used when adjectives or adverbs are being compared).Ella gasta más dinero del
que gana su esposo. [dinero]She spends more money than her husband earns.Tengo más
coches de los que puedo contar. [coches]I have more cars than I can count.Es más fácil de lo
que crees. [fácil]It is easier than you believe.Anda más despacio de lo que corre. [despacio]He
walks more slowly than he runs.Special ComparativesAdjective (Adverb)Comparativebueno
(bien) – good, wellmejor – bettermalo (mal) – bad, badlypeor – worsegrande – bigmayor* –
olderpequeño – smallmenor* – younger* Mayor and menor only refer to age; otherwise, más
(menos) grande (pequeño) que is used.Mi padre es mayor que yo; mi hijo es menor.My father is
older than I; my son is younger.Esta ciudad es más grande que la capital.This city is bigger than
the capital.SuperlativesIn English the true or relative superlative is rendered by the most (least)
of a category:El, la, los, las + más (menos) + (adjective) + deLo + más (menos) + (adverb) +



deEstos anillos son los más caros de la tienda.These rings are the most expensive in the
store.Tienes los ojos más lindos del mundo.You have the prettiest eyes in the world.Corre lo
más rápidamente de todos.He runs the most quickly of all.The special comparatives previously
noted have a superlative form:El, la, los, las + (special comparatives) + deMi hijo es el mayor de
la clase. My son is the oldest in the class.Absolute SuperlativeSuperlatives can also be formed
by adding the -ísimo(a) ending to adjectives and adverbs. (Some spelling adjustments may be
necessary.)The absolute superlative is usually rendered in English as “very pretty,” “very ugly,”
etc.lindo/lindísimo – very prettyfeo/feísimo – very uglytarde/tardísimo – very latecerca/
cerquísimo – very nearrico/riquísimo – very richfácil/facilísimo(a) – very easyThe adjective malo
has the special superlative pésimo in addition to the more informal malísimo. The adjective
bueno has the special superlative óptimo in addition to buenísimo. DRILL 11. Ramiro es más
guapo ____________ Felipe.(A) que(B) como(C) de(D) tan2. ____________ arma de fuego es
peligrosa.(A) El(B) La(C) Los(D) Las3. Mercedes lavó los platos ____________.(A)
rápidamente y cuidadosamente(B) rápida y cuidadosa(C) rápida y cuidadosamente(D)
rápidamente y cuidadosa4. Los explicaron ____________ nosotros.(A) menor que(B) tanto(C)
mayor que(D) mejor que5. Elena tiene más amigas ____________ puede contar.(A) de los
que(B) que(C) de las que(D) de lo que6. Pablo trabaja mejor ____________ usted cree.(A)
que(B) de lo que(C) del que(D) de la que7. Anita es menos alta ____________ Elena(A) tan(B)
de(C) como(D) que8. Estas películas son ____________ interesantes como ésas.(A) tan(B)
tantos(C) tantas(D) como9. Roberto y Ana son ____________ inteligentes de la clase.(A) las
más(B) los más(C) más(D) menos10. Ellos corren ____________ y hábilmente.(A) rápida(B)
rápido(C) rápidamente(D) rápidos11. Las chicas hablan ____________ lentamente de todos.
(A) el más(B) las más(C) lo más(D) más12. Hay ____________ torres como palacios en aquel
país.(A) tan(B) tantos(C) tan muchos(D) tantas13. ____________ persona puede estudiar este
curso.(A) Algún(B) Cualquier(C) Ningún(D) Cualquiera14. Juan y María son chicos
____________.(A) alemanas(B) de alemanes(C) alemanes(D) alemanos15. Isabela I fue
____________.(A) una gran mujer(B) una grande mujer(C) una mujer gran(D) mujer grande16.
Mis notas son ____________ las de Juan.(A) mayor que(B) mayores de(C) mejores que(D)
mejores de17. Tú no sabes ____________ importante ____________ son las tareas.(A) los …
que(B) las … que(C) lo … que(D) lo … de18. ¿Estas llaves son tuyas? –No, no ____________
son.(A) las(B) lo(C) ellas(D) nothing needed19. Juan lo hizo ____________ ayer.(A) para
primera vez(B) por primer vez(C) por primera vez(D) por la primera vez20. Todo ____________
oí ayer no es verdad.(A) que(B) lo que(C) la que(D) deDrill 1—Detailed Explanations of
Answers1. (A) The most common pattern to express a comparison of superiority (i.e., to show
that one thing or person is superior to another in some respect) is “más … que” (more than); for
example, “Yo soy más delgado que tú” (I am thinner than you); “Hablas español más fácilmente
que yo” (You speak Spanish more easily than I); “Tengo más años que ella” (I am older than
she). Notice from these three examples that we may use either adjectives, adverbs, or nouns
between the words “más” and “que.” The only time we use “de,” as in (C), after “más” is when



there is a number immediately afterwards: “Tenemos más de tres pesos” (We have more than
three pesos).2. (A) “Arma de fuego” means “firearm.” Of the possible choices, we can
immediately eliminate (C) and (D) because they are plural definite articles and cannot be placed
before a singular noun such as “arma.” This reduces our choices to “El” or “La.” We know that
most nouns that end in -a are feminine. By looking at the sentence carefully, we also see that the
adjective “peligrosa” (dangerous) is feminine and most certainly modifies “arma.” Therefore, you
might have been tempted to choose (B), “La.” This is not correct, however. Feminine singular
nouns which end in -a but begin with “a” or “ha” and have their stress on the first syllable, as in
“arma,” require that we use the masculine singular definite article in front of them. This does not
change the gender of the noun, however. It still stays feminine. We can see this in our sentence
because we used the feminine adjective “peligrosa” to describe “arma.” Remember that this rule
applies only to feminine singular nouns. In the plural, we use the feminine plural definite article:
“Las armas de fuego son peligrosas.”3. (C) When two or more adverbs are used together to
refer to the same verb, the last one is the only one with the –mente ending.4. (D) The verb
“explicaron” in our sentence means “they explained.” Comparisons of superiority, i.e.,
comparisons which show that in some respect someone or something is superior to someone or
something else, are usually formed according to the following pattern: “más” + adjective or
adverb or noun + “que.” Example: “Enrique es más rico que yo.” (Enrique is richer than I). There
are some adjectives and adverbs which have irregular comparatives. For example, “menor,”
which appears in (A), is the comparative form of “pequeño.” “Mayor,” in (C), is the comparative for
“grande.” Neither of these could be used in the blank because we are not talking about size. On
the other hand, “mejor que” would mean “better than” and makes sense in our sentence. The
word “tanto,” in (B), means “as much” or sometimes “so much.” It is usually followed by “como” to
form comparisons of equality, i.e., to show that two persons or things are equal in some respect:
“Tengo tanto dinero como tú” (I have as much money as you). In (B), however, we have omitted
the word “como,” which is obligatory in comparisons of equality.REA: THE LEADER IN CLEP
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cover.CHAPTER 1Passing the CLEPSpanish Language ExamCHAPTER 1PASSING THE
CLEPSPANISH LANGUAGE EXAMCongratulations! You’re joining the millions of people who
have discovered the value and educational advantage offered by the College Board’s College-
Level Examination Program, or CLEP. This test prep covers everything you need to know about
the CLEP Spanish Language exam, and will help you earn the college credit you deserve while
reducing your tuition costs.GETTING STARTEDThere are many different ways to prepare for a
CLEP exam. What’s best for you depends on how much time you have to study and how
comfortable you are with the subject matter. To score your highest, you need a system that can
be customized to fit you: your schedule, your learning style, and your current level of
knowledge.This book, and the online tools in the CLEP package, allow you to create a
personalized study plan through three simple steps: assessment of your knowledge, targeted
review of exam content, and reinforcement in the areas where you need the most help.$1.99
unlocks the CLEP online toolsatLet’s get started and see how this system works.Test
Yourselfand GetFeedbackScore reports from your online practice tests give you a fast way to
pinpoint what you already know and where you need to spend more time studying.Review
withthe BookStudy the topics tested on the CLEP exam. Our targeted review chapter covers
everything you need to know.ImproveYour ScoreArmed with your score reports, you can
personalize your study plan. Review the parts of the book where you’re weakest and study the
answer explanations for the test questions you answered incorrectly.THE REA STUDY



CENTERThe best way to personalize your study plan and focus on your weaknesses is to get
feedback on what you know and what you don’t know. At the online REA Study Center, you can
access two full-length practice exams. These tests provide true-to-format questions and deliver
a detailed score report that follows the topics set by the College Board.Full-Length Practice
ExamsOur full-length practice exams give you a complete picture of your strengths and
weaknesses. You’ll get all the practice you need to succeed on the listening and reading
sections of the actual exam.Test what you already know by using the first practice test as a
diagnostic exam. Once you get your score report, you’ll be able to see exactly which topics you
need to review. After brushing up those areas, take the second practice exam to ensure you
have mastered the material and are ready for test day.Because the actual CLEP exam is
computer-based, we strongly recommend that you take the online version of the exams to
simulate test-day conditions and for the added benefits of timed testing, automatic scoring, and
a detailed score report. If you don’t have Internet access, you can take the printed version of our
practice tests in the book.$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online toolsatBoth practice tests are
accompanied with audio for the listening portions of the exam. Register at the online REA Study
Center, and enter your access code found on the inside front cover of this book. When you take
our online practice tests, the audio is conveniently integrated for you. If, however, you take the
printed tests, you will be able to download the MP3 audio.AN OVERVIEW OF THE EXAMThe
CLEP Spanish Language exam consists of approximately 120 multiple-choice questions, each
with four possible answer choices, to be answered in three separately timed sections. You will be
allotted a total of approximately 30 minutes for the Listening portion of the test (which comprises
Sections I and II) and 60 minutes for the Reading portion of the test (which comprises Section
III).The exam covers assumes you’ll have a level of mastery that would equate to skills normally
achieved during two to four semesters of college-level work. The exam tests basic vocabulary
and word usage, as well as the ability to understand oral and written Spanish.The approximate
breakdown of the exam is as follows:Section I—Listening: Rejoinders (15%)Section II—
Listening: Dialogues and narratives (25%)Section III—ReadingPart A (16%): Discrete sentences
(vocabulary and structure)Part B (20%): Short cloze passages (vocabulary and structure)Part C
(24%): Reading passages and authentic stimulus materials (reading comprehension)ALL
ABOUT THE CLEP PROGRAMWhat is the CLEP?CLEP is the most widely accepted credit-by-
examination program in North America. CLEP exams are available in 33 subjects and test the
material commonly required in an introductory-level college course. Examinees can earn from
three to twelve credits at more than 2,900 colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada. For
a complete list of the CLEP subject examinations offered, visit the College Board website: .Who
takes CLEP exams?CLEP exams are typically taken by people who have acquired knowledge
outside the classroom and who wish to bypass certain college courses and earn college credit.
The CLEP program is designed to reward examinees for learning—no matter where or how that
knowledge was acquired.Although most CLEP examinees are adults returning to college, many
graduating high school seniors, enrolled college students, military personnel, veterans, and



international students take CLEP exams to earn college credit or to demonstrate their ability to
perform at the college level. There are no prerequisites, such as age or educational status, for
taking CLEP examinations. However, because policies on granting credits vary among colleges,
you should contact the particular institution from which you wish to receive CLEP credit.Who
administers the exam?CLEP exams are developed by the College Board, administered by
Educational Testing Service (ETS), and involve the assistance of educators from throughout the
United States. The test development process is designed and implemented to ensure that the
content and difficulty level of the test are appropriate.When and where is the exam given?CLEP
exams are administered year-round at more than 1,200 test centers in the United States and can
be arranged for candidates abroad on request. To find the test center nearest you and to register
for the exam, contact the CLEP Program:CLEP ServicesP.O. Box 6600Princeton, NJ
08541-6600Phone: (800) 257-9558 (8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)Fax: (609) 771-7088Website:OPTIONS
FOR MILITARY PERSONNELAND VETERANSCLEP exams are available free of charge to
eligible military personnel and eligible civilian employees. All the CLEP exams are available at
test centers on college campuses and military bases. Contact your Educational Services Officer
or Navy College Education Specialist for more information. Visit the DANTES or College Board
websites for details about CLEP opportunities for military personnel.Eligible U.S. veterans can
claim reimbursement for CLEP exams and administration fees pursuant to provisions of the
Veterans Benefits Improvement Act of 2004. For details on eligibility and submitting a claim for
reimbursement, visit the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs website at .CLEP can be used in
conjunction with the Post-9/11 GI Bill, which applies to veterans returning from the Iraq and
Afghanistan theaters of operation. Because the GI Bill provides tuition for up to 36 months,
earning college credits with CLEP exams expedites academic progress and degree completion
within the funded timeframe.SSD ACCOMMODATIONS FOR CANDIDATESWITH
DISABILITIESMany test candidates qualify for extra time to take the CLEP exams, but you must
make these arrangements in advance. For information, contact:College Board Services for
Students with DisabilitiesP.O. Box 6226Princeton, NJ 08541-6226Phone: (609) 771-7137
(Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)TTY: (609) 882-4118Fax: (609) 771-7944E-mail:
ssd@info.collegeboard.org6-WEEK STUDY PLANAlthough our study plan is designed to be
used in the six weeks before your exam, it can be condensed to three weeks by combining each
two-week period into one.Be sure to set aside enough time—at least two hours each day—to
study. The more time you spend studying, the more prepared and relaxed you will feel on the day
of the exam.WeekActivity1Take Practice Test 1 at the REA Study Center. The score report will
identify topics where you need the most review.2–4Study the review chapters. Use your
diagnostic score report to focus your study.5—6Take Practice Test 2 at the REA Study Center.
Review your score report and re-study any topics you missed. If you still got a few questions
wrong, go back to the review and study any topics with which you are having difficulty.$1.99
unlocks the CLEP online toolsatTEST-TAKING TIPSKnow the format of the test. CLEP computer-
based tests are fixed-length tests. This makes them similar to the paper-and-pencil type of exam



because you have the flexibility to go back and review your work in each section.Learn the test
structure, the time allotted for each section of the test, and the directions for each section. By
learning this, you will know what is expected of you on test day, and you’ll relieve your test
anxiety.Read all the questions—completely. Make sure you understand each question before
looking for the right answer. Reread the question if it doesn’t make sense.Annotate the
questions. Highlighting the key words in the questions will help you find the right answer
choice.Read all of the answers to a question. Just because you think you found the correct
response right away, do not assume that it’s the best answer. The last answer choice might be
the correct answer.Work quickly and steadily. You will have 90 minutes to answer 120 questions,
so work quickly and steadily. Taking the timed practice tests online will help you learn how to
budget your time.Use the process of elimination. Stumped by a question? Don’t make a random
guess. Eliminate as many of the answer choices as possible. By eliminating just two answer
choices, you give yourself a better chance of getting the item correct, since there will only be
three choices left from which to make your guess. Remember, your score is based only on the
number of questions you answer correctly.Don’t waste time! Don’t spend too much time on any
one question. Remember, your time is limited and pacing yourself is very important. Work on the
easier questions first. Skip the difficult questions and go back to them if you have the time.Look
for clues to answers in other questions. If you skip a question you don’t know the answer to, you
might find a clue to the answer elsewhere on the test.Acquaint yourself with the computer
screen. Familiarize yourself with the CLEP computer screen beforehand by logging on to the
College Board website. Waiting until test day to see what it looks like in the pretest tutorial risks
injecting needless anxiety into your testing experience. Also, familiarizing yourself with the
directions and format of the exam will save you valuable time on the day of the actual test.Be
sure that your answer registers before you go to the next item. Look at the screen to see that
your mouse-click causes the pointer to darken the proper oval. If your answer doesn’t register,
you won’t get credit for that question.THE DAY OF THE EXAMOn test day, you should wake up
early (after a good night’s rest, of course) and have breakfast. Dress comfortably, so you are not
distracted by being too hot or too cold while taking the test. (Note that “hoodies” are not
allowed.) Arrive at the test center early. This will allow you to collect your thoughts and relax
before the test, and it will also spare you the anxiety that comes with being late. As an added
incentive, keep in mind that no one will be allowed into the test session after the test has
begun.Before you leave for the test center, make sure you have your admission form and
another form of identification, which must contain a recent photograph, your name, and
signature (i.e., driver’s license, student identification card, or current alien registration card). You
will not be admitted to the test center if you do not have proper identification.You may wear a
watch to the test center. However, you may not wear one that makes noise, because it may
disturb the other test-takers. No cell phones, dictionaries, textbooks, notebooks, briefcases, or
packages will be permitted, and drinking, smoking, and eating are prohibited.Good luck on the
CLEP Spanish Language exam!CHAPTER 1Passing the CLEPSpanish Language



ExamCHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1PASSING THE CLEPSPANISH LANGUAGE
EXAMCongratulations! You’re joining the millions of people who have discovered the value and
educational advantage offered by the College Board’s College-Level Examination Program, or
CLEP. This test prep covers everything you need to know about the CLEP Spanish Language
exam, and will help you earn the college credit you deserve while reducing your tuition
costs.GETTING STARTEDThere are many different ways to prepare for a CLEP exam. What’s
best for you depends on how much time you have to study and how comfortable you are with the
subject matter. To score your highest, you need a system that can be customized to fit you: your
schedule, your learning style, and your current level of knowledge.This book, and the online
tools in the CLEP package, allow you to create a personalized study plan through three simple
steps: assessment of your knowledge, targeted review of exam content, and reinforcement in
the areas where you need the most help.$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online toolsat$1.99 unlocks
the CLEP online toolsat Let’s get started and see how this system works.Test Yourselfand
GetFeedbackScore reports from your online practice tests give you a fast way to pinpoint what
you already know and where you need to spend more time studying.Review withthe BookStudy
the topics tested on the CLEP exam. Our targeted review chapter covers everything you need to
know.ImproveYour ScoreArmed with your score reports, you can personalize your study plan.
Review the parts of the book where you’re weakest and study the answer explanations for the
test questions you answered incorrectly.Test Yourselfand GetFeedbackTest Yourselfand
GetFeedbackScore reports from your online practice tests give you a fast way to pinpoint what
you already know and where you need to spend more time studying.Score reports from your
online practice tests give you a fast way to pinpoint what you already know and where you need
to spend more time studying.Review withthe BookReview withthe BookStudy the topics tested
on the CLEP exam. Our targeted review chapter covers everything you need to know.Study the
topics tested on the CLEP exam. Our targeted review chapter covers everything you need to
know.ImproveYour ScoreImproveYour ScoreArmed with your score reports, you can personalize
your study plan. Review the parts of the book where you’re weakest and study the answer
explanations for the test questions you answered incorrectly.Armed with your score reports, you
can personalize your study plan. Review the parts of the book where you’re weakest and study
the answer explanations for the test questions you answered incorrectly.THE REA STUDY
CENTERThe best way to personalize your study plan and focus on your weaknesses is to get
feedback on what you know and what you don’t know. At the online REA Study Center, you can
access two full-length practice exams. These tests provide true-to-format questions and deliver
a detailed score report that follows the topics set by the College Board.Full-Length Practice
ExamsOur full-length practice exams give you a complete picture of your strengths and
weaknesses. You’ll get all the practice you need to succeed on the listening and reading
sections of the actual exam.Test what you already know by using the first practice test as a
diagnostic exam. Once you get your score report, you’ll be able to see exactly which topics you
need to review. After brushing up those areas, take the second practice exam to ensure you



have mastered the material and are ready for test day.Because the actual CLEP exam is
computer-based, we strongly recommend that you take the online version of the exams to
simulate test-day conditions and for the added benefits of timed testing, automatic scoring, and
a detailed score report. If you don’t have Internet access, you can take the printed version of our
practice tests in the book.$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online toolsat$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online
toolsat Both practice tests are accompanied with audio for the listening portions of the exam.
Register at the online REA Study Center, and enter your access code found on the inside front
cover of this book. When you take our online practice tests, the audio is conveniently integrated
for you. If, however, you take the printed tests, you will be able to download the MP3 audio.AN
OVERVIEW OF THE EXAMThe CLEP Spanish Language exam consists of approximately 120
multiple-choice questions, each with four possible answer choices, to be answered in three
separately timed sections. You will be allotted a total of approximately 30 minutes for the
Listening portion of the test (which comprises Sections I and II) and 60 minutes for the Reading
portion of the test (which comprises Section III).The exam covers assumes you’ll have a level of
mastery that would equate to skills normally achieved during two to four semesters of college-
level work. The exam tests basic vocabulary and word usage, as well as the ability to understand
oral and written Spanish.The approximate breakdown of the exam is as follows:Section I—
Listening: Rejoinders (15%)Section II—Listening: Dialogues and narratives (25%)Section III—
ReadingPart A (16%): Discrete sentences (vocabulary and structure)Part B (20%): Short cloze
passages (vocabulary and structure)Part C (24%): Reading passages and authentic stimulus
materials (reading comprehension)ALL ABOUT THE CLEP PROGRAMWhat is the CLEP?
CLEP is the most widely accepted credit-by-examination program in North America. CLEP
exams are available in 33 subjects and test the material commonly required in an introductory-
level college course. Examinees can earn from three to twelve credits at more than 2,900
colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada. For a complete list of the CLEP subject
examinations offered, visit the College Board website: .Who takes CLEP exams?CLEP exams
are typically taken by people who have acquired knowledge outside the classroom and who
wish to bypass certain college courses and earn college credit. The CLEP program is designed
to reward examinees for learning—no matter where or how that knowledge was
acquired.Although most CLEP examinees are adults returning to college, many graduating high
school seniors, enrolled college students, military personnel, veterans, and international
students take CLEP exams to earn college credit or to demonstrate their ability to perform at the
college level. There are no prerequisites, such as age or educational status, for taking CLEP
examinations. However, because policies on granting credits vary among colleges, you should
contact the particular institution from which you wish to receive CLEP credit.Who administers
the exam?CLEP exams are developed by the College Board, administered by Educational
Testing Service (ETS), and involve the assistance of educators from throughout the United
States. The test development process is designed and implemented to ensure that the content
and difficulty level of the test are appropriate.When and where is the exam given?CLEP exams



are administered year-round at more than 1,200 test centers in the United States and can be
arranged for candidates abroad on request. To find the test center nearest you and to register for
the exam, contact the CLEP Program:CLEP ServicesP.O. Box 6600Princeton, NJ
08541-6600Phone: (800) 257-9558 (8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)Fax: (609) 771-7088Website: OPTIONS 
FOR MILITARY PERSONNELAND VETERANSCLEP exams are available free of charge to
eligible military personnel and eligible civilian employees. All the CLEP exams are available at
test centers on college campuses and military bases. Contact your Educational Services Officer
or Navy College Education Specialist for more information. Visit the DANTES or College Board
websites for details about CLEP opportunities for military personnel.Eligible U.S. veterans can
claim reimbursement for CLEP exams and administration fees pursuant to provisions of the
Veterans Benefits Improvement Act of 2004. For details on eligibility and submitting a claim for
reimbursement, visit the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs website at .CLEP can be used in
conjunction with the Post-9/11 GI Bill, which applies to veterans returning from the Iraq and
Afghanistan theaters of operation. Because the GI Bill provides tuition for up to 36 months,
earning college credits with CLEP exams expedites academic progress and degree completion
within the funded timeframe.SSD ACCOMMODATIONS FOR CANDIDATESWITH
DISABILITIESMany test candidates qualify for extra time to take the CLEP exams, but you must
make these arrangements in advance. For information, contact:College Board Services for
Students with DisabilitiesP.O. Box 6226Princeton, NJ 08541-6226Phone: (609) 771-7137
(Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. ET)TTY: (609) 882-4118Fax: (609) 771-7944E-mail:
ssd@info.collegeboard.org6-WEEK STUDY PLANAlthough our study plan is designed to be
used in the six weeks before your exam, it can be condensed to three weeks by combining each
two-week period into one.Be sure to set aside enough time—at least two hours each day—to
study. The more time you spend studying, the more prepared and relaxed you will feel on the day
of the exam.WeekActivity1Take Practice Test 1 at the REA Study Center. The score report will
identify topics where you need the most review.2–4Study the review chapters. Use your
diagnostic score report to focus your study.5—6Take Practice Test 2 at the REA Study Center.
Review your score report and re-study any topics you missed. If you still got a few questions
wrong, go back to the review and study any topics with which you are having
difficulty.WeekWeekActivityActivity11Take Practice Test 1 at the REA Study Center. The score
report will identify topics where you need the most review.Take Practice Test 1 at the REA Study
Center. The score report will identify topics where you need the most review.2–42–4Study the
review chapters. Use your diagnostic score report to focus your study.Study the review chapters.
Use your diagnostic score report to focus your study.5—65—6Take Practice Test 2 at the REA
Study Center. Review your score report and re-study any topics you missed. If you still got a few
questions wrong, go back to the review and study any topics with which you are having
difficulty.Take Practice Test 2 at the REA Study Center. Review your score report and re-study
any topics you missed. If you still got a few questions wrong, go back to the review and study
any topics with which you are having difficulty.$1.99 unlocks the CLEP online toolsat$1.99



unlocks the CLEP online toolsat TEST-TAKING TIPSKnow the format of the test. CLEP
computer-based tests are fixed-length tests. This makes them similar to the paper-and-pencil
type of exam because you have the flexibility to go back and review your work in each
section.Learn the test structure, the time allotted for each section of the test, and the directions
for each section. By learning this, you will know what is expected of you on test day, and you’ll
relieve your test anxiety.Read all the questions—completely. Make sure you understand each
question before looking for the right answer. Reread the question if it doesn’t make
sense.Annotate the questions. Highlighting the key words in the questions will help you find the
right answer choice.Read all of the answers to a question. Just because you think you found the
correct response right away, do not assume that it’s the best answer. The last answer choice
might be the correct answer.Work quickly and steadily. You will have 90 minutes to answer 120
questions, so work quickly and steadily. Taking the timed practice tests online will help you learn
how to budget your time.Use the process of elimination. Stumped by a question? Don’t make a
random guess. Eliminate as many of the answer choices as possible. By eliminating just two
answer choices, you give yourself a better chance of getting the item correct, since there will
only be three choices left from which to make your guess. Remember, your score is based only
on the number of questions you answer correctly.Don’t waste time! Don’t spend too much time
on any one question. Remember, your time is limited and pacing yourself is very important. Work
on the easier questions first. Skip the difficult questions and go back to them if you have the
time.Look for clues to answers in other questions. If you skip a question you don’t know the
answer to, you might find a clue to the answer elsewhere on the test.Acquaint yourself with the
computer screen. Familiarize yourself with the CLEP computer screen beforehand by logging on
to the College Board website. Waiting until test day to see what it looks like in the pretest tutorial
risks injecting needless anxiety into your testing experience. Also, familiarizing yourself with the
directions and format of the exam will save you valuable time on the day of the actual test.Be
sure that your answer registers before you go to the next item. Look at the screen to see that
your mouse-click causes the pointer to darken the proper oval. If your answer doesn’t register,
you won’t get credit for that question.THE DAY OF THE EXAMOn test day, you should wake up
early (after a good night’s rest, of course) and have breakfast. Dress comfortably, so you are not
distracted by being too hot or too cold while taking the test. (Note that “hoodies” are not
allowed.) Arrive at the test center early. This will allow you to collect your thoughts and relax
before the test, and it will also spare you the anxiety that comes with being late. As an added
incentive, keep in mind that no one will be allowed into the test session after the test has
begun.Before you leave for the test center, make sure you have your admission form and
another form of identification, which must contain a recent photograph, your name, and
signature (i.e., driver’s license, student identification card, or current alien registration card). You
will not be admitted to the test center if you do not have proper identification.You may wear a
watch to the test center. However, you may not wear one that makes noise, because it may
disturb the other test-takers. No cell phones, dictionaries, textbooks, notebooks, briefcases, or



packages will be permitted, and drinking, smoking, and eating are prohibited.Good luck on the
CLEP Spanish Language exam!CHAPTER 2CLEP Spanish ReviewCHAPTER 2CLEP
SPANISH REVIEWTHE ALPHABETSpanish uses the same Latin alphabet as English except for
the addition of three letters:chpronounced like “ch” in “chief” llpronounced like the “y” in
“beyond” ñpronounced like “ni” in “opinion” or “ny” in “canyon”Some consonants have different
pronunciation*:csounds like “s” before “e” and “i,” and like “k” in all other cases.gsounds like the
“h” in “humid” before “e” and “i,” and like the “g” in “go” or “get” in front of “a,” “o,” and “u.” In order
to obtain the hard sound before “e” and “i,” Spanish interpolates the vowel “u”: guerra, guión. In
these cases the “u” is silent; a dieresis indicates that it must be pronounced: vergüenza,
güero.his always silent: ahora, húmedo, horrible.vis pronounced like “b” in all cases.ysounds like
“ll” at the beginning of a word or syllable. When it stands alone or comes at the end of a word, it
is equivalent to the vowel “i.”zis pronounced like “s.”* This pronunciation guide follows Latin
American usage. In Castilian Spanish the soft “c” and the “z” are pronounced like “th” in
“thin.”The sounds of the Spanish vowels are invariable.asounds approximately like “a” in
“ah.”esounds approximately like “e” in “men.”isounds approximately like “ee” in “eel.”osounds
approximately like “o” in “or.”usounds approximately like “oo” in “moon.”A combination of one
strong (a, e, o) and one weak vowel (i, u) or of two weak ones is a diphthong and counts as one
syllable:RULES FOR STRESS IN SPANISHThere are two rules that indicate stress in Spanish. If
either of these two rules is broken, a written accent mark will appear on the word.1. If a word
ends in a vowel, –n, or –s, the normal stress is on the penultimate (next to last) syllable.mano
(over the –a)tribu (over the –i)esposa (over the –o)hablan (over first –a)clase (over the –
a)tomaban (over first –a)2. If the word ends in any other letter (than those mentioned above), the
normal stress will fall on the last syllable.hablar (over the –a)papel (over the –e)comer (over the –
e)ejemplar (over the –a)vivir (over the –i)nivel (over the –e)3. Spanish words will have an accent
for the following specific reasons:a. There is another identical word and the accent distinguishes
the one from the other.de (of, from)vs.dé (give—formal command)se (reflexive pronoun)vs.sé (I
know, verb)el (article)vs.él (he, pronoun)tu (yours possessive adj.)vs.tú (you, pronoun)mas (but,
conjunction)vs.más (more, adverb)si (if)vs.sí (yes)b. A pronoun has been added to a verb
form.diciéndolosaying itdiciéndomelosaying it to meexplíqueloexplain itexplíquemeloexplain it to
meNote: decírselo (to say it to him). Infinitives require two pronouns before an accent is
necessary.c. The accent is the result of a stem change.reunir (ú) — The ú will appear in the first,
second, and third person singular and third person plural of the present indicative/
subjunctive.Other examples:continuar (ú),enviar (í)graduarse (ú)d. There may be a diphthong
(two weak vowels or a weak with a strong) where the weak vowel (u or i) needs to be
stressed.Examples:divertíosEnjoy yourselves!creísteyou believedSYLLABIC DIVISIONA
consonant between two vowels joins the second vowel to form a syllable: li-te-ra-tu-ra, e-ne-mi-
go, a-ho-ra.• Two consonants together must be separated: cuer-no, pac-to.• “ch,” “ll,” and “rr” are
considered one letter and are not separated.• “l” or “r” preceded by “b,” “c,” “d,” “f,” “g,” “p,” and “t”
are not separated: ha-blar, a-brup-to, te-cla, pul-cri-tud, me-lo-dra-ma, in-flu-jo, a-gra-de-cer.•



“ns” and “bs” are not separated in groups of three or four consonants: ins-cri-bir, obs-tá-cu-lo.• In
words formed with prefixes, the prefix stands alone as one syllable: sub-ra-yar, in-ú-til, des-a-gra-
dar.ARTICLESThe forms of the definite article are:MasculineFeminineSingularellaPluralloslasEl
is used instead of la before feminine nouns beginning with stressed “a” or “ha”: el agua, el
hacha, el alma, el hambre.El contracts to al when the article follows the preposition a (a + el)
and to del when the article follows the preposition de (de + el).Uses of the Definite ArticleThe
definite article is used in Spanish (but not in English):• when the noun represents an abstraction:
life is short; time is money; freedom is worth fighting for; politics is a practical art. (In Spanish: la
vida, el tiempo, la libertad, la política.);• when the noun includes the totality of a category: books
are good; man is mortal; the Incas were acquainted with gold; bread is a staple. (In Spanish: los
libros, el hombre, el oro, el pan.);• with the days of the week (except after a form of the verb ser)
and the seasons of the year: el lunes (but hoy es lunes), la primavera, el otoño;• with the hours
of the day: son las tres de la tarde; a las doce del día (or al mediodía);• with personal or
professional forms of address in the third person: el señor Jiménez, la señorita Méndez, el
doctor Márquez, el licenciado Vidriera. (It is omitted when the individual is directly addressed
and in front of titles such as Don, Doña, San, or Santo[a]: venga, señor Jimé-nez; no se
preocupe, señorita Méndez);• with the parts of the body or articles of clothing instead of the
possessive adjective: I brushed my teeth. Me cepillé los dientes. I put on my shirt. Me puse la
camisa;• with the names of languages except after the prepositions en and de and the verb
hablar: el francés es difícil (but no hablo francés; ese texto está en francés);• with weights and
measures: un dólar la libra, one dollar per pound; diez pesos la docena, ten pesos per dozen;•
with infinitives used as nouns (gerunds): Lying is a vice. El mentir es un vicio. (This use is
optional, especially in proverbs.) Seeing is believing. Ver es creer;• with names of “generic”
places: jail, la cárcel; class, la clase; church, la iglesia; market, el mercado;• with family names:
The García’ s, los García;• with adjectives to make them nouns: the pretty one, la bonita; the
poor, los pobres; the old man, el viejo;• with nouns in apposition with a pronoun: We Americans
… Nosotros los americanos …Omission of the Definite Article in SpanishThe definite article in
Spanish is omitted in the following cases:1. With fields of knowledge, in general, one needs an
article unless one …a. gives a definition¿Qué es astronomía?Astronomía es una ciencia.b. uses
estudiar or examinarEstudiamos química.2. With the expressions de … aEn casa comemos de
seis a ocho.At home we eat from 6:00 to 8:00.3. With expressions such aspor primera vezfor the
first timepor segunda vezfor the second timeen primer lugarin the first place4. With con and sin
before an unmodified abstract noun.No puedo vivir sin libertad.I cannot live without liberty.Con
amor la vida tiene sentido.With love, life has meaning.5. With a numeral that denotes the order
of a monarch.Carlos QuintoCharles the FifthThe Neuter Article LoThis article is used exclusively
in the singular as follows:1. Lo + adjective = part/thingExamples:lo importantethe important thing/
partlo mejorthe best thing/part2. Lo + adj/adv + que = howExamples:Tú no sabes lo importante
que es.You don’t know how important it is.Él no entiende lo despacio que va.He doesn’t know
how slowly it goes.3. Lo de = All that or everything that (happened)Example:Vamos a cubrir lo



de ayer.We’ll cover everything we did yesterday.4. Lo is used in sentences with the pronoun todo
as the direct object.Example:Lo entiendo todo.I understand everything.5. Todo lo que = All
thatExample:Todo lo que oí no es verdad.All that I heard isn’t true.6. Lo is used as a complement
to replace adjectives, pronouns, or nouns with ser, estar, and parecer.Examples:Pareces
enojada. [adj-enojada]You seem angry.—Quizás lo parezca, pero no lo estoy.Perhaps I seem it,
but I’m not.¿Estas llaves son tuyas? [noun-llaves]Are these keys yours?—No, no lo son.No,
they’re not.Forms of the Indefinite ArticleThe indefinite article must agree in gender and number
with the noun it modifies. Its forms are the
following:MasculineFeminineSingularununaPluralunosunasExamples:un perro – a dogunos
perros – some dogsNote: feminine nouns beginning with a stressed “a” or “ha” take un instead of
una: un alma, un hacha, un hada madrina. This rule only applies if the noun is singular.Uses of
the Indefinite ArticleSpanish omits the indefinite article (but not English) as follows:• after the
verb ser with nouns denoting profession, religion, or nationality: soy professor, son católicos, es
española. (This rule does not apply when the noun is followed by an adjective or some other
modifier: soy un profesor exigente (I’m a demanding teacher)).• with words such as otro (other),
medio (half), cien (one hundred or a hundred), mil (one thousand or a thousand), tal (such a),
cierto (a certain), and qué (what a): cierta mujer (a certain woman), ¡qué día! (What a day!), cien
libros (a hundred books), mide un metro y medio (it measures one and one-half meters), otra
respuesta (another answer), tal hombre (such a man).• after sin:Salío sin abrigo.He left without a
coat.• after haber used impersonally, buscar, and tener (otherwise it means one):No hay
respuesta.There isn’t an answer.Estoy buscando trabajo.I’m looking for a job.No tiene coche.He
doesn’t have a car.GENDERIn Spanish most nouns are either masculine or feminine. Most
nouns ending in -o or -or are masculine and most of those ending in -a ,-d, -ión, -umbre, -ie, -sis,
-itis are feminine.MasculineFeminineel dinero – moneyla muchedumbre – crowdel otoño –
autumnla serie – seriesel amor – lovela crisis – crisisla presencia – presencela bronquitis –
bronchitisla acción – actionNote: Drop the accent on –ión words when made plural: nación,
nacionesMany masculine nouns become feminine by changing the -o ending to -a or by adding
an -a if the word ends in a consonant:MasculineFeminineel escritor – the writerla escritora – the
woman writerel doctor – the doctorla doctora – the woman doctorel hijo – the sonla hija – the
daughterel muchacho – the young manla muchacha – the young womanExceptionsA few
common words ending in -o are feminine:la mano – the handla foto (la fotografía) – the photo,
picturela moto (la motocicleta) – the motorcycleThere is a large number of words ending in -ma, -
pa, and -ta that are masculine. For the most part, if these are easily identifiable in English, they
are probably masculine.el clima – climateel problema – problemel diploma – diplomael sistema –
systemel drama – dramael mapa – mapel poema – poemel profeta – prophetel tema – themeel
aroma – aromaThere are also other ways of forming the feminine than by adding an -a
ending:MasculineFeminineel rey – the kingla reina – the queenel poeta – the poetla poetisa – the
woman poetel gallo – the roosterla gallina – the henSometimes the masculine and feminine
words corresponding to a matched pair of concepts are different:MasculineFeminineel yerno –



the son-in-lawla nuera — the daughter-in-lawel macho – the malela hembra – the femaleel toro –
the bullla vaca – the cowMasculine words that appear to be feminine:el día – dayel césped –
turfel sofá – sofael colega – colleagueel ataúd – coffinel tranvía – trolleyNouns of Invariable
GenderSome nouns can be either masculine or feminine depending on their content or
reference, without undergoing any formal alterations.MasculineFeminineel artista – the male
artistla artista – the woman artistel estudiante – the studentla estudiante – the female studentel
joven – the young manla joven – the young womanGender and Meaning ChangeThere are
nouns that have different meanings depending on whether they are used as masculine or
feminine:el policía – the policemanla policía – the police (force)el Papa – the Popela papa – the
potatoel cometa – the cometla cometa – the kiteel orden – order (as in public order)la orden –
the order (to do something)el cura – the priestla cura – the cureel guía – the guide (person)la
guía – the guide (book, as in guía de teléfonos)el frente – the frontla frente – the foreheadUse of
El Before a Feminine NounIf the feminine noun begins with a stressed a or ha, the singular forms
of the article used are el or un. If anything intercedes between these two items, use the normal la
or una.el águila (eagle)las águilasla gran águilaun hacha (hatchet)unas hachasuna gran
hachaOther examples: el alma – soul, el aula – classroom. el agua – water, el ala – wing, el alba
– dawn, el hada – fairy, el hambre – hunger.Note: On some standardized exams, this concept is
tested by asking students to write the correct form of an adjective that follows, as in these
examples. Observe that the adjective is feminine because the noun is, despite the masculine
article.el agua tibiathe warm waterel alba bonitathe pretty dawnel águila maravillosathe
marvelous eagleOther Feminine Words (Often Used on Exams)la pirámide – pyramidla vez –
timela torre – towerla razón – reasonla leche – milkla imagen – imagela carne – meatla luz –
lightla gente – peoplela catedral – cathedralla frase – sentencela suerte – luckNUMBERIn
Spanish, as in English, nouns can be singular or plural. The most common way to form the plural
is by adding the -s ending to the singular form of the word. (Note that the following examples are
of words ending in an unstressed vowel.)SingularPluralhombre – manhombres – menniño –
boyniños – boysperro – dogperros – dogsFormation of the Plural by Addition of -esIn other cases
(words ending in a consonant or in a stressed vowel other than -é), the plural is formed by
adding an -es ending to the singular form of the word:SingularPluralmujer – womanmujeres –
womenrazón – reasonrazones – reasonsjabalí – boarjabalíes – boarsExceptions: mamá
(mother), pl. mamás; ley (law), pl. leyes.Nouns of Invariable NumberNouns ending in -s are the
same in the singular and the plural if the final syllable is unstressed:el (los) rascacielos – the
skyscraper(s)el (los) paraguas – the umbrella(s)el (los) lunes – Monday(s)DiminutivesThe
Spanish endings -ito, -cito, and their feminine forms are used to indicate affection or to
emphasize smallness of size:Tú eres mi amor.You are my love.Tú eres mi amorcito.You are my
sweetheart.Quiero chocolate. Dame un poco.I want chocolate. Give me some.Quiero chocolate.
Dame un poquito.I want chocolate. Give me a little.Ese hombre tiene buen aspecto.That man is
good looking.Ese hombrecito debe ser muy desgraciado.That poor man must be very
unfortunate.AugmentativesThe endings -ote, -ón, and -ona are added to express increased



size:hombre – manhombrón – big manmujer – womanmujerona – big womancasa –
housecasona – big houseADJECTIVESAdjectives agree in gender and number with the noun
they modify.a) Adjectives ending in -o change their ending to -a when they modify a feminine
noun:bueno, buena – good; malo, mala – bad; bello, bella – beautifulb) Adjectives ending in -or
(or -ón or -án) add an -a to become feminine:hablador, habladora – talkativeExceptions:mejor –
betterpeor – worsesuperior – upper, superiorinferior – lower, inferiorexterior – outer,
externalinterior – inner, internalanterior – earlier, anteriorposterior – later, posteriorc) Most other
adjectives have the same ending for both genders:verde – greengrande – big, greatazul –
bluesoez – mean, vilecortés – courteousd) Adjectives of nationality have four forms. If they end
in -o, they follow the normal pattern of change. All others may be changed by adding -a to make
them feminine and -as to make them feminine plural.inglés, inglesa, ingleses, inglesasalemán,
alemana, alemanes, alemanasespañol, española, españoles, españolasNumbera) Adjectives
ending in a vowel add an -s to form the plural:bello, bellos – beautiful; grande, grandes – big,
greatb) Adjectives ending in a consonant add -es to form the plural:azul, azules – blue; débil,
débiles – weak; vulgar, vulgares – vulgarc) If an adjective modifies more than one noun and one
of those nouns is masculine, the adjective must be masculine and plural:Mis tíos y tías eran
ricos. My uncles and aunts were rich.Los hombres y las mujeres son viejos. The men and
women are old.Shortening of AdjectivesSome adjectives that directly precede the noun lose
their final vowel or syllable:ciento → ciengrande → gran*bueno → buen**malo → mal**Santo →
San**primero → primer**tercero → tercer**alguno → algún**ninguno → ningún**cualquiera →
cualquier** The shortening of this adjective only happens in front of singular nouns, either
masculine or feminine. Compare:El acontecimiento fue grande.The event was big.el gran
acontecimiento – the big event** These adjectives only shorten in front of masculine singular
nouns. Compare:El hombre es bueno.The man is good.el buen hombre – the good
manQualifying AdjectivesQualifying adjectives usually follow the noun:un día frío – a cold
dayunas sábanas limpias – some clean sheetsChange of Meaning with LocationSome common
adjectives change their meaning with their location:el hombre pobre – the poor man
(impecunious)el pobre hombre – the poor man (pitiable)un cuadro grande – a large paintingun
gran cuadro – a great paintingel policía mismo – the policeman himselfel mismo policía – the
same policemanciertas palabras – certain words (specific words from among many)palabras
ciertas – certain (sure)nueva casa – new house (different)casa nueva – new house (brand
new)un simple empleado – a mere employeeun empleado simple – a simple-minded
employeeCOMPARISION OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBSAdverbs modify verbs, adjectives,
and other adverbs and are invariable.The following is a list of frequently used adverbs:bien –
wellmal – badlymás – moremenos – lesssiempre – alwaysnunca – nevercerca – nearlejos –
farantes – beforedespués – afterwardsbastante – enoughdemasiado – too muchtemprano –
earlytarde – lateasí – thus, socasi – almostentonces – thenluego – later, afterwardtodavía –
stillAún is a common adverb whose meaning depends on whether the sentence is affirmative or
negative:Aún quiere trabajar.He still wants to work.Aún no está despierta.She’s not yet



awake.Aun (no accent) normally has the meaning even and commonly precedes the word it
modifies.¿Aun no ha llegado Juan?Juan hasn’t even arrived?Adverbs Ending in -menteMany
adverbs are derived from the feminine form of the adjective (when such a form is available) by
the addition of -mente:claro/claramente – clearlyrápido/rápidamente – quicklyfeliz/felizmente –
happilyhábil/hábilmente – skillfullydulce/dulcemente – sweetlyWhen two or more adverbs are
used in a sequence, only the last adverb ends in –mente. All others are written as feminine
adjectives (if they have a feminine form).Habla lenta y elocuentemente.He speaks slowly and
eloquently.Juan corre rápida y hábilmente.Juan runs rapidly and skillfully.Con, Sin + NounAt
times an adverb can be formed by using the preposition con (with) or sin (without) + a noun.con
cuidado – carefullysin cuidado – carelesslycon rapidez – rapidlyRecientemente vs.
ReciénRecientemente becomes recién before a past participle.los recién llegados – the recent
arrivalslos recién casados – the newlywedsAdverbs Replaced by AdjectivesAdverbs may be
replaced by adjectives with verbs of motion.Ellos van y vienen silenciosos.They come and go
silently.Comparison of EqualityThis is constructed in the following ways:Tanto, a, os, as + (noun)
+ comoTan + (adverb or adjective) + comoTuve tantas deudas como el mes pasado. I had as
many debts as last month.Su música es tan clara como el agua.Her music is as clear as
water.Llegué tan tarde como ayer.I arrived as late as yesterday.Tanto como (without intervening
expressions) means “as much as.”Tu amigo estudia tanto como yo.Your friend studies as much
as I [do].Comparison of InequalityThe formula for describing levels of superiority is:más + (noun,
adjective, or adverb) + queTengo más dinero que tú.I have more money than you.Su auto es
más caro que el mío.His car is more expensive than mine.Me levanto más temprano que ella.I
get up earlier than she does.The above formula changes to más de if a numerical expression is
involved and the sentence is in the affirmative:Vimos más de mil estrellas en el cielo.We saw
more than a thousand stars in the sky.But:No tengo más que cinco dólares en el bolsillo.I don’t
have more than five dollars in my pocket.The formula for describing levels of inferiority is:menos
+ (noun, adjective, or adverb) + queNos dieron menos tiempo que a ustedes para completar el
examen.They gave us less time than they gave you to finish the exam.Eres menos pobre que
ella.You are less poor than she is.Tiene menos problemas que su madre.She has fewer
problems than her mother.The same change applies to the comparison of inferiority except that
even in negative sentences de is used instead of que:No eran menos de cinco los
asaltantes.The assailants were no fewer than five.If the second part of the comparison has a
different verb from the first, than is expressed in one of five ways: del que, de la que, de los que,
de las que (which all have gender and refer to nouns that are objects of both verbs), and de lo
que (which is used when adjectives or adverbs are being compared).Ella gasta más dinero del
que gana su esposo. [dinero]She spends more money than her husband earns.Tengo más
coches de los que puedo contar. [coches]I have more cars than I can count.Es más fácil de lo
que crees. [fácil]It is easier than you believe.Anda más despacio de lo que corre. [despacio]He
walks more slowly than he runs.Special ComparativesAdjective (Adverb)Comparativebueno
(bien) – good, wellmejor – bettermalo (mal) – bad, badlypeor – worsegrande – bigmayor* –



olderpequeño – smallmenor* – younger* Mayor and menor only refer to age; otherwise, más
(menos) grande (pequeño) que is used.Mi padre es mayor que yo; mi hijo es menor.My father is
older than I; my son is younger.Esta ciudad es más grande que la capital.This city is bigger than
the capital.SuperlativesIn English the true or relative superlative is rendered by the most (least)
of a category:El, la, los, las + más (menos) + (adjective) + deLo + más (menos) + (adverb) +
deEstos anillos son los más caros de la tienda.These rings are the most expensive in the
store.Tienes los ojos más lindos del mundo.You have the prettiest eyes in the world.Corre lo
más rápidamente de todos.He runs the most quickly of all.The special comparatives previously
noted have a superlative form:El, la, los, las + (special comparatives) + deMi hijo es el mayor de
la clase. My son is the oldest in the class.Absolute SuperlativeSuperlatives can also be formed
by adding the -ísimo(a) ending to adjectives and adverbs. (Some spelling adjustments may be
necessary.)The absolute superlative is usually rendered in English as “very pretty,” “very ugly,”
etc.lindo/lindísimo – very prettyfeo/feísimo – very uglytarde/tardísimo – very latecerca/
cerquísimo – very nearrico/riquísimo – very richfácil/facilísimo(a) – very easyThe adjective malo
has the special superlative pésimo in addition to the more informal malísimo. The adjective
bueno has the special superlative óptimo in addition to buenísimo. DRILL 11. Ramiro es más
guapo ____________ Felipe.(A) que(B) como(C) de(D) tan2. ____________ arma de fuego es
peligrosa.(A) El(B) La(C) Los(D) Las3. Mercedes lavó los platos ____________.(A)
rápidamente y cuidadosamente(B) rápida y cuidadosa(C) rápida y cuidadosamente(D)
rápidamente y cuidadosa4. Los explicaron ____________ nosotros.(A) menor que(B) tanto(C)
mayor que(D) mejor que5. Elena tiene más amigas ____________ puede contar.(A) de los
que(B) que(C) de las que(D) de lo que6. Pablo trabaja mejor ____________ usted cree.(A)
que(B) de lo que(C) del que(D) de la que7. Anita es menos alta ____________ Elena(A) tan(B)
de(C) como(D) que8. Estas películas son ____________ interesantes como ésas.(A) tan(B)
tantos(C) tantas(D) como9. Roberto y Ana son ____________ inteligentes de la clase.(A) las
más(B) los más(C) más(D) menos10. Ellos corren ____________ y hábilmente.(A) rápida(B)
rápido(C) rápidamente(D) rápidos11. Las chicas hablan ____________ lentamente de todos.
(A) el más(B) las más(C) lo más(D) más12. Hay ____________ torres como palacios en aquel
país.(A) tan(B) tantos(C) tan muchos(D) tantas13. ____________ persona puede estudiar este
curso.(A) Algún(B) Cualquier(C) Ningún(D) Cualquiera14. Juan y María son chicos
____________.(A) alemanas(B) de alemanes(C) alemanes(D) alemanos15. Isabela I fue
____________.(A) una gran mujer(B) una grande mujer(C) una mujer gran(D) mujer grande16.
Mis notas son ____________ las de Juan.(A) mayor que(B) mayores de(C) mejores que(D)
mejores de17. Tú no sabes ____________ importante ____________ son las tareas.(A) los …
que(B) las … que(C) lo … que(D) lo … de18. ¿Estas llaves son tuyas? –No, no ____________
son.(A) las(B) lo(C) ellas(D) nothing needed19. Juan lo hizo ____________ ayer.(A) para
primera vez(B) por primer vez(C) por primera vez(D) por la primera vez20. Todo ____________
oí ayer no es verdad.(A) que(B) lo que(C) la que(D) deDrill 1—Detailed Explanations of
Answers1. (A) The most common pattern to express a comparison of superiority (i.e., to show



that one thing or person is superior to another in some respect) is “más … que” (more than); for
example, “Yo soy más delgado que tú” (I am thinner than you); “Hablas español más fácilmente
que yo” (You speak Spanish more easily than I); “Tengo más años que ella” (I am older than
she). Notice from these three examples that we may use either adjectives, adverbs, or nouns
between the words “más” and “que.” The only time we use “de,” as in (C), after “más” is when
there is a number immediately afterwards: “Tenemos más de tres pesos” (We have more than
three pesos).2. (A) “Arma de fuego” means “firearm.” Of the possible choices, we can
immediately eliminate (C) and (D) because they are plural definite articles and cannot be placed
before a singular noun such as “arma.” This reduces our choices to “El” or “La.” We know that
most nouns that end in -a are feminine. By looking at the sentence carefully, we also see that the
adjective “peligrosa” (dangerous) is feminine and most certainly modifies “arma.” Therefore, you
might have been tempted to choose (B), “La.” This is not correct, however. Feminine singular
nouns which end in -a but begin with “a” or “ha” and have their stress on the first syllable, as in
“arma,” require that we use the masculine singular definite article in front of them. This does not
change the gender of the noun, however. It still stays feminine. We can see this in our sentence
because we used the feminine adjective “peligrosa” to describe “arma.” Remember that this rule
applies only to feminine singular nouns. In the plural, we use the feminine plural definite article:
“Las armas de fuego son peligrosas.”3. (C) When two or more adverbs are used together to
refer to the same verb, the last one is the only one with the –mente ending.4. (D) The verb
“explicaron” in our sentence means “they explained.” Comparisons of superiority, i.e.,
comparisons which show that in some respect someone or something is superior to someone or
something else, are usually formed according to the following pattern: “más” + adjective or
adverb or noun + “que.” Example: “Enrique es más rico que yo.” (Enrique is richer than I). There
are some adjectives and adverbs which have irregular comparatives. For example, “menor,”
which appears in (A), is the comparative form of “pequeño.” “Mayor,” in (C), is the comparative for
“grande.” Neither of these could be used in the blank because we are not talking about size. On
the other hand, “mejor que” would mean “better than” and makes sense in our sentence. The
word “tanto,” in (B), means “as much” or sometimes “so much.” It is usually followed by “como” to
form comparisons of equality, i.e., to show that two persons or things are equal in some respect:
“Tengo tanto dinero como tú” (I have as much money as you). In (B), however, we have omitted
the word “como,” which is obligatory in comparisons of equality.CHAPTER 2CLEP Spanish
ReviewCHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2CLEP SPANISH REVIEWTHE ALPHABETSpanish uses the
same Latin alphabet as English except for the addition of three letters:chpronounced like “ch” in
“chief” llpronounced like the “y” in “beyond” ñpronounced like “ni” in “opinion” or “ny” in
“canyon”chchpronounced like “ch” in “chief”pronounced like “ch” in “chief” ll llpronounced like the
“y” in “beyond”pronounced like the “y” in “beyond” ñ ñpronounced like “ni” in “opinion” or “ny” in
“canyon”pronounced like “ni” in “opinion” or “ny” in “canyon”Some consonants have different
pronunciation*:csounds like “s” before “e” and “i,” and like “k” in all other cases.gsounds like the
“h” in “humid” before “e” and “i,” and like the “g” in “go” or “get” in front of “a,” “o,” and “u.” In order



to obtain the hard sound before “e” and “i,” Spanish interpolates the vowel “u”: guerra, guión. In
these cases the “u” is silent; a dieresis indicates that it must be pronounced: vergüenza,
güero.his always silent: ahora, húmedo, horrible.vis pronounced like “b” in all cases.ysounds like
“ll” at the beginning of a word or syllable. When it stands alone or comes at the end of a word, it
is equivalent to the vowel “i.”zis pronounced like “s.”ccsounds like “s” before “e” and “i,” and like
“k” in all other cases.sounds like “s” before “e” and “i,” and like “k” in all other cases.ggsounds like
the “h” in “humid” before “e” and “i,” and like the “g” in “go” or “get” in front of “a,” “o,” and “u.” In
order to obtain the hard sound before “e” and “i,” Spanish interpolates the vowel “u”: guerra,
guión. In these cases the “u” is silent; a dieresis indicates that it must be pronounced: vergüenza,
güero.sounds like the “h” in “humid” before “e” and “i,” and like the “g” in “go” or “get” in front of “a,” 
“o,” and “u.” In order to obtain the hard sound before “e” and “i,” Spanish interpolates the vowel
“u”: guerra, guión. In these cases the “u” is silent; a dieresis indicates that it must be pronounced:
vergüenza, güero.hhis always silent: ahora, húmedo, horrible.is always silent: ahora, húmedo,
horrible.vvis pronounced like “b” in all cases.is pronounced like “b” in all cases.yysounds like “ll”
at the beginning of a word or syllable. When it stands alone or comes at the end of a word, it is
equivalent to the vowel “i.”sounds like “ll” at the beginning of a word or syllable. When it stands
alone or comes at the end of a word, it is equivalent to the vowel “i.”zzis pronounced like “s.”is
pronounced like “s.”* This pronunciation guide follows Latin American usage. In Castilian
Spanish the soft “c” and the “z” are pronounced like “th” in “thin.”The sounds of the Spanish
vowels are invariable.asounds approximately like “a” in “ah.”esounds approximately like “e” in
“men.”isounds approximately like “ee” in “eel.”osounds approximately like “o” in “or.”usounds
approximately like “oo” in “moon.”aasounds approximately like “a” in “ah.”sounds approximately
like “a” in “ah.”eesounds approximately like “e” in “men.”sounds approximately like “e” in
“men.”iisounds approximately like “ee” in “eel.”sounds approximately like “ee” in “eel.”oosounds
approximately like “o” in “or.”sounds approximately like “o” in “or.”uusounds approximately like
“oo” in “moon.”sounds approximately like “oo” in “moon.”A combination of one strong (a, e, o)
and one weak vowel (i, u) or of two weak ones is a diphthong and counts as one syllable:RULES
FOR STRESS IN SPANISHThere are two rules that indicate stress in Spanish. If either of these
two rules is broken, a written accent mark will appear on the word.1. If a word ends in a vowel, –
n, or –s, the normal stress is on the penultimate (next to last) syllable.mano (over the –a)tribu
(over the –i)esposa (over the –o)hablan (over first –a)clase (over the –a)tomaban (over first –
a)mano (over the –a)mano (over the –a)tribu (over the –i)tribu (over the –i)esposa (over the –
o)esposa (over the –o)hablan (over first –a)hablan (over first –a)clase (over the –a)clase (over
the –a)tomaban (over first –a)tomaban (over first –a)2. If the word ends in any other letter (than
those mentioned above), the normal stress will fall on the last syllable.hablar (over the –a)papel
(over the –e)comer (over the –e)ejemplar (over the –a)vivir (over the –i)nivel (over the –e)hablar
(over the –a)hablar (over the –a)papel (over the –e)papel (over the –e)comer (over the –e)comer
(over the –e)ejemplar (over the –a)ejemplar (over the –a)vivir (over the –i)vivir (over the –i)nivel
(over the –e)nivel (over the –e)3. Spanish words will have an accent for the following specific



reasons:a. There is another identical word and the accent distinguishes the one from the
other.de (of, from)vs.dé (give—formal command)se (reflexive pronoun)vs.sé (I know, verb)el
(article)vs.él (he, pronoun)tu (yours possessive adj.)vs.tú (you, pronoun)mas (but,
conjunction)vs.más (more, adverb)si (if)vs.sí (yes)de (of, from)de (of, from)vs.vs.dé (give—
formal command)dé (give—formal command)se (reflexive pronoun)se (reflexive
pronoun)vs.vs.sé (I know, verb)sé (I know, verb)el (article)el (article)vs.vs.él (he, pronoun)él (he,
pronoun)tu (yours possessive adj.)tu (yours possessive adj.)vs.vs.tú (you, pronoun)tú (you,
pronoun)mas (but, conjunction)mas (but, conjunction)vs.vs.más (more, adverb)más (more,
adverb)si (if)si (if)vs.vs.sí (yes)sí (yes)b. A pronoun has been added to a verb
form.diciéndolosaying itdiciéndomelosaying it to meexplíqueloexplain itexplíquemeloexplain it to
mediciéndolodiciéndolosaying itsaying itdiciéndomelodiciéndomelosaying it to mesaying it to
meexplíqueloexplíqueloexplain itexplain itexplíquemeloexplíquemeloexplain it to meexplain it to
meNote: decírselo (to say it to him). Infinitives require two pronouns before an accent is
necessary.c. The accent is the result of a stem change.reunir (ú) — The ú will appear in the first,
second, and third person singular and third person plural of the present indicative/
subjunctive.Other examples:continuar (ú),enviar (í)graduarse (ú)continuar (ú),continuar
(ú),enviar (í)enviar (í)graduarse (ú)graduarse (ú)d. There may be a diphthong (two weak vowels
or a weak with a strong) where the weak vowel (u or i) needs to be
stressed.Examples:divertíosEnjoy yourselves!creísteyou believeddivertíosdivertíosEnjoy
yourselves!Enjoy yourselves!creístecreísteyou believedyou believedSYLLABIC DIVISIONA
consonant between two vowels joins the second vowel to form a syllable: li-te-ra-tu-ra, e-ne-mi-
go, a-ho-ra.• Two consonants together must be separated: cuer-no, pac-to.• “ch,” “ll,” and “rr” are
considered one letter and are not separated.• “l” or “r” preceded by “b,” “c,” “d,” “f,” “g,” “p,” and “t”
are not separated: ha-blar, a-brup-to, te-cla, pul-cri-tud, me-lo-dra-ma, in-flu-jo, a-gra-de-cer.•
“ns” and “bs” are not separated in groups of three or four consonants: ins-cri-bir, obs-tá-cu-lo.• In
words formed with prefixes, the prefix stands alone as one syllable: sub-ra-yar, in-ú-til, des-a-gra-
dar.ARTICLESThe forms of the definite article are:MasculineFeminineSingularellaPluralloslasMa
sculineMasculineFeminineFeminineSingularSingularelellalaPluralPlurallosloslaslasEl is used
instead of la before feminine nouns beginning with stressed “a” or “ha”: el agua, el hacha, el
alma, el hambre.El contracts to al when the article follows the preposition a (a + el) and to del
when the article follows the preposition de (de + el).Uses of the Definite ArticleThe definite
article is used in Spanish (but not in English):• when the noun represents an abstraction: life is
short; time is money; freedom is worth fighting for; politics is a practical art. (In Spanish: la vida,
el tiempo, la libertad, la política.);• when the noun includes the totality of a category: books are
good; man is mortal; the Incas were acquainted with gold; bread is a staple. (In Spanish: los
libros, el hombre, el oro, el pan.);• with the days of the week (except after a form of the verb ser)
and the seasons of the year: el lunes (but hoy es lunes), la primavera, el otoño;• with the hours
of the day: son las tres de la tarde; a las doce del día (or al mediodía);• with personal or
professional forms of address in the third person: el señor Jiménez, la señorita Méndez, el



doctor Márquez, el licenciado Vidriera. (It is omitted when the individual is directly addressed
and in front of titles such as Don, Doña, San, or Santo[a]: venga, señor Jimé-nez; no se
preocupe, señorita Méndez);• with the parts of the body or articles of clothing instead of the
possessive adjective: I brushed my teeth. Me cepillé los dientes. I put on my shirt. Me puse la
camisa;• with the names of languages except after the prepositions en and de and the verb
hablar: el francés es difícil (but no hablo francés; ese texto está en francés);• with weights and
measures: un dólar la libra, one dollar per pound; diez pesos la docena, ten pesos per dozen;•
with infinitives used as nouns (gerunds): Lying is a vice. El mentir es un vicio. (This use is
optional, especially in proverbs.) Seeing is believing. Ver es creer;• with names of “generic”
places: jail, la cárcel; class, la clase; church, la iglesia; market, el mercado;• with family names:
The García’ s, los García;• with adjectives to make them nouns: the pretty one, la bonita; the
poor, los pobres; the old man, el viejo;• with nouns in apposition with a pronoun: We Americans
… Nosotros los americanos …Omission of the Definite Article in SpanishThe definite article in
Spanish is omitted in the following cases:1. With fields of knowledge, in general, one needs an
article unless one …a. gives a definition¿Qué es astronomía?Astronomía es una ciencia.b. uses
estudiar or examinarEstudiamos química.a. gives a definitiona. gives a definition¿Qué es
astronomía?¿Qué es astronomía?Astronomía es una ciencia.Astronomía es una ciencia.b. uses
estudiar or examinarb. uses estudiar or examinarEstudiamos química.Estudiamos química.2.
With the expressions de … aEn casa comemos de seis a ocho.At home we eat from 6:00 to
8:00.3. With expressions such aspor primera vezfor the first timepor segunda vezfor the second
timeen primer lugarin the first placepor primera vezpor primera vezfor the first timefor the first
timepor segunda vezpor segunda vezfor the second timefor the second timeen primer lugaren
primer lugarin the first placein the first place4. With con and sin before an unmodified abstract
noun.No puedo vivir sin libertad.I cannot live without liberty.Con amor la vida tiene sentido.With
love, life has meaning.5. With a numeral that denotes the order of a monarch.Carlos
QuintoCharles the FifthCarlos QuintoCarlos QuintoCharles the FifthCharles the FifthThe Neuter
Article LoThis article is used exclusively in the singular as follows:1. Lo + adjective = part/
thingExamples:lo importantethe important thing/partlo mejorthe best thing/
partExamples:Examples:lo importantelo importantethe important thing/partthe important thing/
partlo mejorlo mejorthe best thing/partthe best thing/part2. Lo + adj/adv + que =
howExamples:Tú no sabes lo importante que es.You don’t know how important it is.Él no
entiende lo despacio que va.He doesn’t know how slowly it goes.Examples:Examples:Tú no
sabes lo importante que es.You don’t know how important it is.Tú no sabes lo importante que
es.You don’t know how important it is.Él no entiende lo despacio que va.He doesn’t know how
slowly it goes.Él no entiende lo despacio que va.He doesn’t know how slowly it goes.3. Lo de =
All that or everything that (happened)Example:Vamos a cubrir lo de ayer.We’ll cover everything
we did yesterday.Example:Example:Vamos a cubrir lo de ayer.We’ll cover everything we did
yesterday.Vamos a cubrir lo de ayer.We’ll cover everything we did yesterday.4. Lo is used in
sentences with the pronoun todo as the direct object.Example:Lo entiendo todo.I understand



everything.Example:Example:Lo entiendo todo.I understand everything.Lo entiendo todo.I
understand everything.5. Todo lo que = All thatExample:Todo lo que oí no es verdad.All that I
heard isn’t true.Example:Example:Todo lo que oí no es verdad.All that I heard isn’t true.Todo lo
que oí no es verdad.All that I heard isn’t true.6. Lo is used as a complement to replace
adjectives, pronouns, or nouns with ser, estar, and parecer.Examples:Pareces enojada. [adj-
enojada]You seem angry.—Quizás lo parezca, pero no lo estoy.Perhaps I seem it, but I’m not.
¿Estas llaves son tuyas? [noun-llaves]Are these keys yours?—No, no lo son.No, they’re
not.Examples:Examples:Pareces enojada. [adj-enojada]You seem angry.Pareces enojada. [adj-
enojada]You seem angry.—Quizás lo parezca, pero no lo estoy.Perhaps I seem it, but I’m not.—
Quizás lo parezca, pero no lo estoy.Perhaps I seem it, but I’m not.¿Estas llaves son tuyas?
[noun-llaves]Are these keys yours?¿Estas llaves son tuyas? [noun-llaves]Are these keys yours?
—No, no lo son.No, they’re not.—No, no lo son.No, they’re not.Forms of the Indefinite ArticleThe
indefinite article must agree in gender and number with the noun it modifies. Its forms are the foll
owing:MasculineFeminineSingularununaPluralunosunasMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminine
SingularSingularunununaunaPluralPluralunosunosunasunasExamples:un perro – a dogunos
perros – some dogsExamples:Examples:un perro – a dogun perro – a dogunos perros – some
dogsunos perros – some dogsNote: feminine nouns beginning with a stressed “a” or “ha” take un
instead of una: un alma, un hacha, un hada madrina. This rule only applies if the noun is
singular.Uses of the Indefinite ArticleSpanish omits the indefinite article (but not English) as
follows:• after the verb ser with nouns denoting profession, religion, or nationality: soy professor,
son católicos, es española. (This rule does not apply when the noun is followed by an adjective
or some other modifier: soy un profesor exigente (I’m a demanding teacher)).• with words such
as otro (other), medio (half), cien (one hundred or a hundred), mil (one thousand or a thousand),
tal (such a), cierto (a certain), and qué (what a): cierta mujer (a certain woman), ¡qué día! (What
a day!), cien libros (a hundred books), mide un metro y medio (it measures one and one-half
meters), otra respuesta (another answer), tal hombre (such a man).• after sin:Salío sin
abrigo.He left without a coat.Salío sin abrigo.Salío sin abrigo.He left without a coat.He left
without a coat.• after haber used impersonally, buscar, and tener (otherwise it means one):No
hay respuesta.There isn’t an answer.Estoy buscando trabajo.I’m looking for a job.No tiene
coche.He doesn’t have a car.No hay respuesta.No hay respuesta.There isn’t an answer.There
isn’t an answer.Estoy buscando trabajo.Estoy buscando trabajo.I’m looking for a job.I’m looking
for a job.No tiene coche.No tiene coche.He doesn’t have a car.He doesn’t have a
car.GENDERIn Spanish most nouns are either masculine or feminine. Most nouns ending in -o
or -or are masculine and most of those ending in -a ,-d, -ión, -umbre, -ie, -sis, -itis are
feminine.MasculineFeminineel dinero – moneyla muchedumbre – crowdel otoño – autumnla
serie – seriesel amor – lovela crisis – crisisla presencia – presencela bronquitis – bronchitisla
acción – actionMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminineel dinero – moneyel dinero – moneyla
muchedumbre – crowdla muchedumbre – crowdel otoño – autumnel otoño – autumnla serie –
seriesla serie – seriesel amor – loveel amor – lovela crisis – crisisla crisis – crisisla presencia –



presencela presencia – presencela bronquitis – bronchitisla bronquitis – bronchitisla acción –
actionla acción – actionNote: Drop the accent on –ión words when made plural: nación,
nacionesMany masculine nouns become feminine by changing the -o ending to -a or by adding
an -a if the word ends in a consonant:MasculineFeminineel escritor – the writerla escritora – the
woman writerel doctor – the doctorla doctora – the woman doctorel hijo – the sonla hija – the
daughterel muchacho – the young manla muchacha – the young
womanMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminineel escritor – the writerel escritor – the writerla
escritora – the woman writerla escritora – the woman writerel doctor – the doctorel doctor – the
doctorla doctora – the woman doctorla doctora – the woman doctorel hijo – the sonel hijo – the
sonla hija – the daughterla hija – the daughterel muchacho – the young manel muchacho – the
young manla muchacha – the young womanla muchacha – the young womanExceptionsA few
common words ending in -o are feminine:la mano – the handla foto (la fotografía) – the photo,
picturela moto (la motocicleta) – the motorcycleThere is a large number of words ending in -ma, -
pa, and -ta that are masculine. For the most part, if these are easily identifiable in English, they
are probably masculine.el clima – climateel problema – problemel diploma – diplomael sistema –
systemel drama – dramael mapa – mapel poema – poemel profeta – prophetel tema – themeel
aroma – aromael clima – climateel clima – climateel problema – problemel problema – problemel
diploma – diplomael diploma – diplomael sistema – systemel sistema – systemel drama –
dramael drama – dramael mapa – mapel mapa – mapel poema – poemel poema – poemel
profeta – prophetel profeta – prophetel tema – themeel tema – themeel aroma – aromael aroma
– aromaThere are also other ways of forming the feminine than by adding an -a
ending:MasculineFeminineel rey – the kingla reina – the queenel poeta – the poetla poetisa – the
woman poetel gallo – the roosterla gallina – the henMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminineel rey
– the kingel rey – the kingla reina – the queenla reina – the queenel poeta – the poetel poeta –
the poetla poetisa – the woman poetla poetisa – the woman poetel gallo – the roosterel gallo –
the roosterla gallina – the henla gallina – the henSometimes the masculine and feminine words
corresponding to a matched pair of concepts are different:MasculineFeminineel yerno – the son-
in-lawla nuera — the daughter-in-lawel macho – the malela hembra – the femaleel toro – the
bullla vaca – the cowMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminineel yerno – the son-in-lawel yerno –
the son-in-lawla nuera — the daughter-in-lawla nuera — the daughter-in-lawel macho – the
maleel macho – the malela hembra – the femalela hembra – the femaleel toro – the bullel toro –
the bullla vaca – the cowla vaca – the cowMasculine words that appear to be feminine:el día –
dayel césped – turfel sofá – sofael colega – colleagueel ataúd – coffinel tranvía – trolleyel día –
dayel día – dayel césped – turfel césped – turfel sofá – sofael sofá – sofael colega – colleagueel
colega – colleagueel ataúd – coffinel ataúd – coffinel tranvía – trolleyel tranvía – trolleyNouns of
Invariable GenderSome nouns can be either masculine or feminine depending on their content
or reference, without undergoing any formal alterations.MasculineFeminineel artista – the male
artistla artista – the woman artistel estudiante – the studentla estudiante – the female studentel
joven – the young manla joven – the young womanMasculineMasculineFeminineFeminineel



artista – the male artistel artista – the male artistla artista – the woman artistla artista – the
woman artistel estudiante – the studentel estudiante – the studentla estudiante – the female
studentla estudiante – the female studentel joven – the young manel joven – the young manla
joven – the young womanla joven – the young womanGender and Meaning ChangeThere are
nouns that have different meanings depending on whether they are used as masculine or
feminine:el policía – the policemanla policía – the police (force)el Papa – the Popela papa – the
potatoel cometa – the cometla cometa – the kiteel orden – order (as in public order)la orden –
the order (to do something)el cura – the priestla cura – the cureel guía – the guide (person)la
guía – the guide (book, as in guía de teléfonos)el frente – the frontla frente – the foreheadel
policía – the policemanel policía – the policemanla policía – the police (force)la policía – the
police (force)el Papa – the Popeel Papa – the Popela papa – the potatola papa – the potatoel
cometa – the cometel cometa – the cometla cometa – the kitela cometa – the kiteel orden –
order (as in public order)el orden – order (as in public order)la orden – the order (to do
something)la orden – the order (to do something)el cura – the priestel cura – the priestla cura –
the curela cura – the cureel guía – the guide (person)el guía – the guide (person)la guía – the
guide (book, as in guía de teléfonos)la guía – the guide (book, as in guía de teléfonos)el frente –
the frontel frente – the frontla frente – the foreheadla frente – the foreheadUse of El Before a
Feminine NounIf the feminine noun begins with a stressed a or ha, the singular forms of the
article used are el or un. If anything intercedes between these two items, use the normal la or
una.el águila (eagle)las águilasla gran águilaun hacha (hatchet)unas hachasuna gran hachael
águila (eagle)el águila (eagle)las águilaslas águilasla gran águilala gran águilaun hacha
(hatchet)un hacha (hatchet)unas hachasunas hachasuna gran hachauna gran hachaOther
examples: el alma – soul, el aula – classroom. el agua – water, el ala – wing, el alba – dawn, el
hada – fairy, el hambre – hunger.Note: On some standardized exams, this concept is tested by
asking students to write the correct form of an adjective that follows, as in these examples.
Observe that the adjective is feminine because the noun is, despite the masculine article.el agua
tibiathe warm waterel alba bonitathe pretty dawnel águila maravillosathe marvelous eagleel
agua tibiael agua tibiathe warm waterthe warm waterel alba bonitael alba bonitathe pretty
dawnthe pretty dawnel águila maravillosael águila maravillosathe marvelous eaglethe marvelous
eagleOther Feminine Words (Often Used on Exams)la pirámide – pyramidla vez – timela torre –
towerla razón – reasonla leche – milkla imagen – imagela carne – meatla luz – lightla gente –
peoplela catedral – cathedralla frase – sentencela suerte – luckla pirámide – pyramidla pirámide
– pyramidla vez – timela vez – timela torre – towerla torre – towerla razón – reasonla razón –
reasonla leche – milkla leche – milkla imagen – imagela imagen – imagela carne – meatla carne
– meatla luz – lightla luz – lightla gente – peoplela gente – peoplela catedral – cathedralla
catedral – cathedralla frase – sentencela frase – sentencela suerte – luckla suerte –
luckNUMBERIn Spanish, as in English, nouns can be singular or plural. The most common way
to form the plural is by adding the -s ending to the singular form of the word. (Note that the
following examples are of words ending in an unstressed vowel.)SingularPluralhombre –



manhombres – menniño – boyniños – boysperro – dogperros –
dogsSingularSingularPluralPluralhombre – manhombre – manhombres – menhombres –
menniño – boyniño – boyniños – boysniños – boysperro – dogperro – dogperros – dogsperros –
dogsFormation of the Plural by Addition of -esIn other cases (words ending in a consonant or in
a stressed vowel other than -é), the plural is formed by adding an -es ending to the singular form
of the word:SingularPluralmujer – womanmujeres – womenrazón – reasonrazones –
reasonsjabalí – boarjabalíes – boarsSingularSingularPluralPluralmujer – womanmujer –
womanmujeres – womenmujeres – womenrazón – reasonrazón – reasonrazones –
reasonsrazones – reasonsjabalí – boarjabalí – boarjabalíes – boarsjabalíes – boarsExceptions:
mamá (mother), pl. mamás; ley (law), pl. leyes.Nouns of Invariable NumberNouns ending in -s
are the same in the singular and the plural if the final syllable is unstressed:el (los) rascacielos –
the skyscraper(s)el (los) paraguas – the umbrella(s)el (los) lunes – Monday(s)DiminutivesThe
Spanish endings -ito, -cito, and their feminine forms are used to indicate affection or to
emphasize smallness of size:Tú eres mi amor.You are my love.Tú eres mi amorcito.You are my
sweetheart.Quiero chocolate. Dame un poco.I want chocolate. Give me some.Quiero chocolate.
Dame un poquito.I want chocolate. Give me a little.Ese hombre tiene buen aspecto.That man is
good looking.Ese hombrecito debe ser muy desgraciado.That poor man must be very
unfortunate.AugmentativesThe endings -ote, -ón, and -ona are added to express increased
size:hombre – manhombrón – big manmujer – womanmujerona – big womancasa –
housecasona – big househombre – manhombre – manhombrón – big manhombrón – big
manmujer – womanmujer – womanmujerona – big womanmujerona – big womancasa –
housecasa – housecasona – big housecasona – big houseADJECTIVESAdjectives agree in
gender and number with the noun they modify.a) Adjectives ending in -o change their ending to -
a when they modify a feminine noun:bueno, buena – good; malo, mala – bad; bello, bella –
beautifulb) Adjectives ending in -or (or -ón or -án) add an -a to become feminine:hablador,
habladora – talkativeExceptions:mejor – betterpeor – worsesuperior – upper, superiorinferior –
lower, inferiorexterior – outer, externalinterior – inner, internalanterior – earlier, anteriorposterior –
later, posteriormejor – bettermejor – betterpeor – worsepeor – worsesuperior – upper,
superiorsuperior – upper, superiorinferior – lower, inferiorinferior – lower, inferiorexterior – outer,
externalexterior – outer, externalinterior – inner, internalinterior – inner, internalanterior – earlier,
anterioranterior – earlier, anteriorposterior – later, posteriorposterior – later, posteriorc) Most
other adjectives have the same ending for both genders:verde – greengrande – big, greatazul –
bluesoez – mean, vilecortés – courteousverde – greenverde – greengrande – big, greatgrande –
big, greatazul – blueazul – bluesoez – mean, vilesoez – mean, vilecortés – courteouscortés –
courteousd) Adjectives of nationality have four forms. If they end in -o, they follow the normal
pattern of change. All others may be changed by adding -a to make them feminine and -as to
make them feminine plural.inglés, inglesa, ingleses, inglesasalemán, alemana, alemanes,
alemanasespañol, española, españoles, españolasNumbera) Adjectives ending in a vowel add
an -s to form the plural:bello, bellos – beautiful; grande, grandes – big, greatb) Adjectives ending



in a consonant add -es to form the plural:azul, azules – blue; débil, débiles – weak; vulgar,
vulgares – vulgarc) If an adjective modifies more than one noun and one of those nouns is
masculine, the adjective must be masculine and plural:Mis tíos y tías eran ricos. My uncles and
aunts were rich.Los hombres y las mujeres son viejos. The men and women are old.Shortening
of AdjectivesSome adjectives that directly precede the noun lose their final vowel or
syllable:ciento → ciengrande → gran*bueno → buen**malo → mal**Santo → San**primero →
primer**tercero → tercer**alguno → algún**ninguno → ningún**cualquiera → cualquier*ciento →
cienciento → ciengrande → gran*grande → gran*bueno → buen**bueno → buen**malo →
mal**malo → mal**Santo → San**Santo → San**primero → primer**primero → primer**tercero →
tercer**tercero → tercer**alguno → algún**alguno → algún**ninguno → ningún**ninguno →
ningún**cualquiera → cualquier*cualquiera → cualquier** The shortening of this adjective only
happens in front of singular nouns, either masculine or feminine. Compare:El acontecimiento fue
grande.The event was big.el gran acontecimiento – the big event** These adjectives only
shorten in front of masculine singular nouns. Compare:El hombre es bueno.The man is good.el
buen hombre – the good manQualifying AdjectivesQualifying adjectives usually follow the
noun:un día frío – a cold dayunas sábanas limpias – some clean sheetsChange of Meaning with
LocationSome common adjectives change their meaning with their location:el hombre pobre –
the poor man (impecunious)el pobre hombre – the poor man (pitiable)un cuadro grande – a
large paintingun gran cuadro – a great paintingel policía mismo – the policeman himselfel mismo
policía – the same policemanciertas palabras – certain words (specific words from among
many)palabras ciertas – certain (sure)nueva casa – new house (different)casa nueva – new
house (brand new)un simple empleado – a mere employeeun empleado simple – a simple-
minded employeeCOMPARISION OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBSAdverbs modify verbs,
adjectives, and other adverbs and are invariable.The following is a list of frequently used
adverbs:bien – wellmal – badlymás – moremenos – lesssiempre – alwaysnunca – nevercerca –
nearlejos – farantes – beforedespués – afterwardsbastante – enoughdemasiado – too
muchtemprano – earlytarde – lateasí – thus, socasi – almostentonces – thenluego – later,
afterwardtodavía – stillbien – wellbien – wellmal – badlymal – badlymás – moremás –
moremenos – lessmenos – lesssiempre – alwayssiempre – alwaysnunca – nevernunca –
nevercerca – nearcerca – nearlejos – farlejos – farantes – beforeantes – beforedespués –
afterwardsdespués – afterwardsbastante – enoughbastante – enoughdemasiado – too
muchdemasiado – too muchtemprano – earlytemprano – earlytarde – latetarde – lateasí – thus,
soasí – thus, socasi – almostcasi – almostentonces – thenentonces – thenluego – later,
afterwardluego – later, afterwardtodavía – stilltodavía – stillAún is a common adverb whose
meaning depends on whether the sentence is affirmative or negative:Aún quiere trabajar.He still
wants to work.Aún no está despierta.She’s not yet awake.Aun (no accent) normally has the
meaning even and commonly precedes the word it modifies.¿Aun no ha llegado Juan?Juan
hasn’t even arrived?Adverbs Ending in -menteMany adverbs are derived from the feminine form
of the adjective (when such a form is available) by the addition of -mente:claro/claramente –



clearlyrápido/rápidamente – quicklyfeliz/felizmente – happilyhábil/hábilmente – skillfullydulce/
dulcemente – sweetlyWhen two or more adverbs are used in a sequence, only the last adverb
ends in –mente. All others are written as feminine adjectives (if they have a feminine form).Habla
lenta y elocuentemente.He speaks slowly and eloquently.Juan corre rápida y hábilmente.Juan
runs rapidly and skillfully.Con, Sin + NounAt times an adverb can be formed by using the
preposition con (with) or sin (without) + a noun.con cuidado – carefullysin cuidado –
carelesslycon rapidez – rapidlyRecientemente vs. ReciénRecientemente becomes recién before
a past participle.los recién llegados – the recent arrivalslos recién casados – the
newlywedsAdverbs Replaced by AdjectivesAdverbs may be replaced by adjectives with verbs of
motion.Ellos van y vienen silenciosos.They come and go silently.Comparison of EqualityThis is
constructed in the following ways:Tanto, a, os, as + (noun) + comoTan + (adverb or adjective) +
comoTuve tantas deudas como el mes pasado. I had as many debts as last month.Su música es
tan clara como el agua.Her music is as clear as water.Llegué tan tarde como ayer.I arrived as
late as yesterday.Tanto como (without intervening expressions) means “as much as.”Tu amigo
estudia tanto como yo.Your friend studies as much as I [do].Comparison of InequalityThe
formula for describing levels of superiority is:más + (noun, adjective, or adverb) + queTengo más
dinero que tú.I have more money than you.Su auto es más caro que el mío.His car is more
expensive than mine.Me levanto más temprano que ella.I get up earlier than she does.The
above formula changes to más de if a numerical expression is involved and the sentence is in
the affirmative:Vimos más de mil estrellas en el cielo.We saw more than a thousand stars in the
sky.But:No tengo más que cinco dólares en el bolsillo.I don’t have more than five dollars in my
pocket.The formula for describing levels of inferiority is:menos + (noun, adjective, or adverb) +
queNos dieron menos tiempo que a ustedes para completar el examen.They gave us less time
than they gave you to finish the exam.Eres menos pobre que ella.You are less poor than she
is.Tiene menos problemas que su madre.She has fewer problems than her mother.The same
change applies to the comparison of inferiority except that even in negative sentences de is
used instead of que:No eran menos de cinco los asaltantes.The assailants were no fewer than
five.If the second part of the comparison has a different verb from the first, than is expressed in
one of five ways: del que, de la que, de los que, de las que (which all have gender and refer to
nouns that are objects of both verbs), and de lo que (which is used when adjectives or adverbs
are being compared).Ella gasta más dinero del que gana su esposo. [dinero]She spends more
money than her husband earns.Tengo más coches de los que puedo contar. [coches]I have
more cars than I can count.Es más fácil de lo que crees. [fácil]It is easier than you believe.Anda
más despacio de lo que corre. [despacio]He walks more slowly than he runs.Special
ComparativesAdjective (Adverb)Comparativebueno (bien) – good, wellmejor – bettermalo (mal)
– bad, badlypeor – worsegrande – bigmayor* – olderpequeño – smallmenor* – youngerAdjective
(Adverb)Adjective (Adverb)ComparativeComparativebueno (bien) – good, wellbueno (bien) –
good, wellmejor – bettermejor – bettermalo (mal) – bad, badlymalo (mal) – bad, badlypeor –
worsepeor – worsegrande – biggrande – bigmayor* – oldermayor* – olderpequeño –



smallpequeño – smallmenor* – youngermenor* – younger* Mayor and menor only refer to age;
otherwise, más (menos) grande (pequeño) que is used.Mi padre es mayor que yo; mi hijo es
menor.My father is older than I; my son is younger.Esta ciudad es más grande que la
capital.This city is bigger than the capital.SuperlativesIn English the true or relative superlative is
rendered by the most (least) of a category:El, la, los, las + más (menos) + (adjective) + deLo +
más (menos) + (adverb) + deEstos anillos son los más caros de la tienda.These rings are the
most expensive in the store.Tienes los ojos más lindos del mundo.You have the prettiest eyes in
the world.Corre lo más rápidamente de todos.He runs the most quickly of all.The special
comparatives previously noted have a superlative form:El, la, los, las + (special comparatives) +
deMi hijo es el mayor de la clase. My son is the oldest in the class.Absolute
SuperlativeSuperlatives can also be formed by adding the -ísimo(a) ending to adjectives and
adverbs. (Some spelling adjustments may be necessary.)The absolute superlative is usually
rendered in English as “very pretty,” “very ugly,” etc.lindo/lindísimo – very prettyfeo/feísimo – very
uglytarde/tardísimo – very latecerca/cerquísimo – very nearrico/riquísimo – very richfácil/
facilísimo(a) – very easyThe adjective malo has the special superlative pésimo in addition to the
more informal malísimo. The adjective bueno has the special superlative óptimo in addition to
buenísimo. DRILL 1 DRILL 11. Ramiro es más guapo ____________ Felipe.(A) que(B) como(C)
de(D) tan2. ____________ arma de fuego es peligrosa.(A) El(B) La(C) Los(D) Las3. Mercedes
lavó los platos ____________.(A) rápidamente y cuidadosamente(B) rápida y cuidadosa(C)
rápida y cuidadosamente(D) rápidamente y cuidadosa4. Los explicaron ____________
nosotros.(A) menor que(B) tanto(C) mayor que(D) mejor que5. Elena tiene más amigas
____________ puede contar.(A) de los que(B) que(C) de las que(D) de lo que6. Pablo trabaja
mejor ____________ usted cree.(A) que(B) de lo que(C) del que(D) de la que7. Anita es menos
alta ____________ Elena(A) tan(B) de(C) como(D) que8. Estas películas son ____________
interesantes como ésas.(A) tan(B) tantos(C) tantas(D) como9. Roberto y Ana son
____________ inteligentes de la clase.(A) las más(B) los más(C) más(D) menos10. Ellos
corren ____________ y hábilmente.(A) rápida(B) rápido(C) rápidamente(D) rápidos11. Las
chicas hablan ____________ lentamente de todos.(A) el más(B) las más(C) lo más(D) más12.
Hay ____________ torres como palacios en aquel país.(A) tan(B) tantos(C) tan muchos(D)
tantas13. ____________ persona puede estudiar este curso.(A) Algún(B) Cualquier(C)
Ningún(D) Cualquiera14. Juan y María son chicos ____________.(A) alemanas(B) de
alemanes(C) alemanes(D) alemanos15. Isabela I fue ____________.(A) una gran mujer(B) una
grande mujer(C) una mujer gran(D) mujer grande16. Mis notas son ____________ las de Juan.
(A) mayor que(B) mayores de(C) mejores que(D) mejores de17. Tú no sabes ____________
importante ____________ son las tareas.(A) los … que(B) las … que(C) lo … que(D) lo …
de18. ¿Estas llaves son tuyas? –No, no ____________ son.(A) las(B) lo(C) ellas(D) nothing
needed19. Juan lo hizo ____________ ayer.(A) para primera vez(B) por primer vez(C) por
primera vez(D) por la primera vez20. Todo ____________ oí ayer no es verdad.(A) que(B) lo
que(C) la que(D) deDrill 1—Detailed Explanations of AnswersDrill 1—Detailed Explanations of



Answers1. (A) The most common pattern to express a comparison of superiority (i.e., to show
that one thing or person is superior to another in some respect) is “más … que” (more than); for
example, “Yo soy más delgado que tú” (I am thinner than you); “Hablas español más fácilmente
que yo” (You speak Spanish more easily than I); “Tengo más años que ella” (I am older than
she). Notice from these three examples that we may use either adjectives, adverbs, or nouns
between the words “más” and “que.” The only time we use “de,” as in (C), after “más” is when
there is a number immediately afterwards: “Tenemos más de tres pesos” (We have more than
three pesos).2. (A) “Arma de fuego” means “firearm.” Of the possible choices, we can
immediately eliminate (C) and (D) because they are plural definite articles and cannot be placed
before a singular noun such as “arma.” This reduces our choices to “El” or “La.” We know that
most nouns that end in -a are feminine. By looking at the sentence carefully, we also see that the
adjective “peligrosa” (dangerous) is feminine and most certainly modifies “arma.” Therefore, you
might have been tempted to choose (B), “La.” This is not correct, however. Feminine singular
nouns which end in -a but begin with “a” or “ha” and have their stress on the first syllable, as in
“arma,” require that we use the masculine singular definite article in front of them. This does not
change the gender of the noun, however. It still stays feminine. We can see this in our sentence
because we used the feminine adjective “peligrosa” to describe “arma.” Remember that this rule
applies only to feminine singular nouns. In the plural, we use the feminine plural definite article:
“Las armas de fuego son peligrosas.”3. (C) When two or more adverbs are used together to
refer to the same verb, the last one is the only one with the –mente ending.4. (D) The verb
“explicaron” in our sentence means “they explained.” Comparisons of superiority, i.e.,
comparisons which show that in some respect someone or something is superior to someone or
something else, are usually formed according to the following pattern: “más” + adjective or
adverb or noun + “que.” Example: “Enrique es más rico que yo.” (Enrique is richer than I). There
are some adjectives and adverbs which have irregular comparatives. For example, “menor,”
which appears in (A), is the comparative form of “pequeño.” “Mayor,” in (C), is the comparative for
“grande.” Neither of these could be used in the blank because we are not talking about size. On
the other hand, “mejor que” would mean “better than” and makes sense in our sentence. The
word “tanto,” in (B), means “as much” or sometimes “so much.” It is usually followed by “como” to
form comparisons of equality, i.e., to show that two persons or things are equal in some respect:
“Tengo tanto dinero como tú” (I have as much money as you). In (B), however, we have omitted
the word “como,” which is obligatory in comparisons of equality.
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Dave the Engineer, “The practice tests seemed challenging but were very helpful. My daughter
had never studied any foreign language. As a teenager she completed the entire Rosetta Stone
Spanish course over 2+ years. This amounted to about 2-3 hours per week for a total of 20
months, mostly taking the summers off. She also used the Duolingo app for more practice.
When she started out she didn’t have any plans to try to pass a CLEP test (I’m not sure we even
knew about CLEP at that time).Not planning on additional Spanish instruction for now, we
decided to have her try the CLEP so she could test out of taking Spanish in college. Of course a
foreign language is not required at all colleges or for all majors, but we thought it would be worth
her trouble to see if she could pass the CLEP anyway - just in case. She is a very bright student
and has passed other CLEP tests with the help of these “REA” books (she used these books
mostly for the practice tests since she had already studied the subjects - though she did find the
other materials in the book useful for review).For a foreign language CLEP test, it is especially
helpful to have a resource like this since the test has a large audio component. When you buy
this book you get access to two online exams that are a lot like the real test in that parts of the
test require you to listen to audio of people speaking Spanish and answer the questions based
on what you’ve heard.She took the first REA practice test and scored a 54. Concerned that she
might not pass, she decided to spend another 3 weeks using Duolingo for 20 minutes per day,
and watched some TV shows in Spanish. She then took the second REA practice test and to
her frustration scored a 50. While the REA practice tests seemed to suggest she might not quite
be ready, she went ahead and took the CLEP and scored a 61, which made all of us very
happy.So we do recommend this book because it’s great to have practice tests, especially for a
foreign language. At least for my daughter, the REA practice tests were tougher than the real
Spanish CLEP turned out to be.  I hope our experience has been helpful for you.”

NPC Consoomer, “It definitely helps. I read a lot of reviews about the code not working, well
mine did......If you are looking to pass the 1st tier with a score of 50 on the Spanish CLEP, get
this book as opposed to the official CLEP guide if only because it comes with 2 practice tests. If
you are looking to get a 63 or above, all I can say is you better have a good background in
Spanish.I studied spanish off and on for about 6 months knowing I would need to eventually take
this test (I chose Spanish because I thought it would be easy and the university didn't have a
Russian program and therefore I couldn't test out of that). I started really putting the nose to the
grindstone about a month before the actual clep test. If you ONLY need a 50, get this book and
take the first test and see why you are failing while keeping in mind, THIS BOOK IS NOT
MEANT TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE it can only show where you are weak. I would
recommend listening to the listening and rejoinders quite a few times, BUT don't make this your
only source of audio study; believe me because I relied heavily on the audio included with the
practice tests and I could hardly understand the audio part of the test; the test may have some



speakers that speak like some Spanish speakers hyped up on caffeine. I used this book in
conjunction with Duolingo and a crap ton of translating on SpanishDict.com and only got a 55. If
you want a 63 I would recommend 1. longer intensive study than 1 month 2. don't buy a college
text book because they kind of suck and seem to follow some NEW AGE educational doctrine
bull crap with more visual eye candy than actual hard core knowledge. 3. Learn a LOT of verbs
and ALL of their conjugations including when to use imperfect, preterite, subjunctive, infinitve,
etc. 4. learn the word "obras" because it seemed to be used a lot in my version of the test. 5. Did
I mention learn verb conjugation? Well also learn indicative vs subjunctive vs imperfect vs......
spanish has a lot of verb tenses and conjugations.Just to give an idea of how hard I studied. It
was at least 8 hours per day on weekends and 4-5 hours a day after work during the week about
a month before the test. I had 1 year of Spanish in high school back in 2003. The result: I only got
a 55. Your results will obviously vary depending on your dedication, experience, and aptitude.”

MayraG, “Good Source for Clep Review. I am writing this review on behalf of my boyfriend who
used only this text for clep review. My boyfriend is a native Spanish speaker and passed with a
high enough score to earn 8 credits of Spanish. The only complaint is that the brand new copy's
online access code did not work. But he just chatted online with REA, told them what happened
and they provided access. No biggie.Another complaint my boyfriend had after using this text
was that the online test allows you to pause and play the audio version. This is not accurate on
the actual test. You cannot pause and hit play on the test. You must hear the audio and answer
within 10 seconds. So beware of this when taking the online practice tests.Using the practice
tests, it predicated that he would score in the mid 70s (High enough to Clep out of 5 Semesters
of Spanish). On the actual test he got a 60 (Very disappointing). He says the biggest problem
was the audio portion.Hope that helps! Happy Clepping!”

Mrs Williams, “Useful CLEP practice tests to predict success. My daughter used this text and the
online practice tests to practice for the actual exam. She scored 72 on the first practice test and
64 on the second one. She studied a minimal amount before taking the College Board CLEP
Spanish at a testing center nearby. She used blank paper provided by the testing center and
wrote a ton of notes during the listening portion. She scored 70 on the real exam. She thought
the listening portion on the real CLEP was easier than the practice tests and the reading was
more difficult than the practice exams. Spanish is her first language and English is her second
but all her formal education has been in English.”

The book by Hilary Mantel has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 224 people have provided feedback.
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